DELICATE LACE from Mother's wedding gown, and the graceful sweep of the bridal veil. Beauty!—enduring style that Time itself can't obsolete.

And your General Electric! Years from now you'll be just as proud of the classic simplicity of its lines as the day it was installed. The dynamic beauty of the modern Monitor Top will be no less distinctive. But above all, you'll take pride in its long life of useful service... its unerring dependability, the care-free performance that has cost you no expense or effort—not even oiling.

Like its enduring style, the G-E's dependability survives the years. The All-Steel cabinet is built for life-long wear. The sealed-in-steel mechanism is proof against the dangers of exposure... against age itself. Your General Electric is a permanent investment that will pay you daily dividends in cash savings, in convenience and positive health protection long after the purchase price has been forgotten.

Write for a copy of our magazine "The Silent Hostess." It will be sent to you free. Each issue contains delightful recipes, household hints, health talks, entertainment ideas by noted authorities. Address, General Electric Co., Electric Refrigeration Department, Section K6, Hanna Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Join the G-E Circle. A special program for women every week day at noon (except Saturday). On Sunday at 5:30 P.M. a program for the whole family. (E.S.T.), N.B.C. coast to coast network.
"Where blossom'd many an incense bearing tree."—Coleridge

YARDLEY'S Orchis

The nightingales sing and the roses blow and moonlight silvers all the garden. And whoever stands at evening in an English garden will remember always its breathless, haunting beauty, its almost unearthly fragrance. . . . There is a perfume blended so subtly that it seems to recreate that summer loveliness; to imprison, in walls of glass, that evanescent magic. Orchis is the distillation of a hundred flowers, the incarnation of the wind across the violets and jasmin. Orchis is alluring, delicate and fine . . . a perfume for an age which has turned again to things romantic, which cherishes, once more, that charming legendary figure called the lady. . . . Orchis may be had from seven dollars and a half to one dollar. Yardley & Co., Ltd., 452 Fifth Avenue at Fortieth Street, New York City; in London, at 33, Old Bond Street; also Toronto and Paris.
Celane Chiffon - a sheer, ninon type - used in sheer white for both glass curtains and over-drapes, lends a fresh, informal air to the Card Room in the Tradition Apartment.

Celane yarns, fabrics and articles are made of synthetic products manufactured exclusively by the Celanese Corporation of America, 150 Madison Avenue, New York City.

In the Tradition Apartment
Marshall Field & Company
Attain a New Freedom with

CELANESE

Against a traditional background of period furniture, the cool, luminous beauty of Celanese Decorative Fabrics achieves a delightfully free, light, modern feeling. In their unique serviceable qualities, as well as in their richness of texture, Celanese weaves bridge the gap between the classic and the modern. They possess a naturally supple hand — entirely free from weighting — which remains unimpaired through repeated dry cleanings. They do not shrink or stretch ... never mold ... are not injured by fog or dampness ... and their lovely, clear colors are unusually fast.

CELANESE

Decorative Fabrics

TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
Those who truly value the fine things of life find the Lincoln as gratifying in its service as in the beauty of its appearance. Long sweeping lines indicate the smoothness of its motion. Precision construction promises miles virtually without number of luxurious motoring comfort. So hushed is the flow of power, so gliding-like its fleet performance, that one senses immediately the extreme care with which this highly refined mechanism has been built. Every Lincoln is constructed to the highest principles of manufacture, with advanced engineering, of the finest materials, and to precision limits exact to minute fractions of a hair's breadth. This is the background of the Lincoln V-12, a motor car designed to supplement any scheme of gracious living. Twenty-one custom-built and standard body types are priced at Detroit from $4300, fully equipped.
The charm of Orchid sterling silver lies in its grace of line and delicacy of detail. Orchid is, in a word, feminine, and should be selected by those who like their tea gowns trailing and their dinner gowns décolleté. At your jeweler's, you can see this lovely International Sterling pattern in flatware and hollowware, too.

This magnificent pattern in International Sterling takes its inspiration from the French Renaissance. The rich ornamentation and elegance that made the age of the Louis' memorable are here; the weight of the silver, too, bespeaks the opulence of that time. Fontaine is indeed a design of impressive and massive beauty, as the tea service and fork clearly show. You can see this luxurious International Sterling pattern, in both flatware and hollowware, at your jeweler's.
**EMPRESS** — the new reigning beauty of modern sterling silverware. International Sterling has given this pattern originality and unusual interest. In the detail and handling of the ornament it is entirely modern, yet in its effect the pattern calls to mind the Empire period—that romantic age that increases in interest and prestige every year. Each individual piece of Empress silver shows imagination and spirit—as evidenced by the fork, and by the aristocratic tea service. At your jeweler's, you will find this distinguished new pattern on display, in both flatware and hollowware.

*About prices* — Empress and the other International Sterling patterns shown on this page are priced remarkably low. Never before, in fact, has there been a better time to start a beautiful International Sterling service—or to add to the one you now own. Your jeweler can give you complete price lists.

*A helpful book...* “Correct Table Silver—Its Choice and Use” is a beautifully illustrated book of suggestions and advice which Lady Mendll (Elsie de Wolfe) herself supervised. The cost is only 25 cents. Write to the Fine Arts Division, Dept. 2-B, International Silver Company, Wallingford, Conn.
Chimes that enchanted you in some old world twilight may now sing through your home!

Did you ever listen at dusk as the cathedral chimes in some old world city sent magic music floating down? Now you may know in your own home the haunting beauty of those moments.

Revere has made them live again, in a series of distinguished chiming clocks. They bring you the most loved melodies of all the old world — Westminster, Canterbury, Whittington. They chime every quarter-hour — deep, full-toned notes — and strike the hour as well. Their cases are classic in design, carved from fine woods, with richly etched and inlaid dials.

And inside every one is a tiny Telechron motor which translates alternating current from your electric outlet into accurate time. . . There are, in addition, Telechron silent clocks with the same precision — alarm clocks that rouse you pleasantly from slumber — banjo clocks that grace any wall — distinctive desk and mantel clocks.

Truthful, trouble-free, friendly, Telechron Clocks soon seem like members of the family. Strike and chime clocks range in price from $19.50 to $650. Silent models as low as $5.50. Consult your classified telephone directory for the dealer nearest you.

WARREN TELECHRON COMPANY, ASHLAND, MASS.
The Revere Clock Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
These celebrated sterling patterns...
prized by Famous Hostesses
now cost so little

You will be delighted with the amount you can afford at today's low prices

FAMOUS Gorham sterling, owned by brilliant hostesses in North, South, East and West, now costs less than it has in many years!

This is certainly the advantageous time to select your new sterling set or to fill out the pattern you already own.

With great economy, you can now choose lovely, classic Etruscan, which is owned by Mrs. William Lawrence King, Jr. Or, perhaps your favorite is smart modern Hunt Club, the wedding silver of Mrs. Albert Howell, Jr. The aristocratic elegance of Chantilly may harmonize best with your furnishings, as it does with those of Mrs. John K. Otley, Jr.

Or your choice may be stately Fairfax, as it was Mrs. J. Clyde Rogers'. If you are smartly Victorian, charming King Albert will delight you! This pattern is proudly owned by Mrs. Ross S. Campbell.

For 100 years Gorham has stood for peerless craftsmanship in wrought silver. Every pattern has been created by a master designer, to delight your discriminating taste.

Enhance the loveliness of your table by completing your favorite pattern or choose one you have long yearned to own. Authorities in the business world agree that an increase in silver bullion may come this year. Perhaps never again will you be able to buy Gorham sterling at such low cost!

Etruscan — In the classic tradition, Etruscan has rhythmic beauty and exquisite balance. The clear, clean lines of this design are equally in harmony with modern or period interiors. Teaspoons, now $6.50 for six.

Fairfax — The stateliness of 18th Century America inspired Fairfax. It harmonizes well with any decorative scheme. Teaspoons, $6.50 for six.

Chantilly — Of French inspiration, the curved design of Chantilly has patrician grace which is charming in any setting. Teaspoons, $6.50 for six.

King Albert — The rich simplicity of King Albert makes it one of the most beloved of Gorham's celebrated patterns. Teaspoons, now $6.50 for six.

Gorham — Exquisite matching dinner services in Etruscan, Fairfax, King Albert, Hunt Club and Shamrock V patterns can now be bought at reduced prices.
America is rapidly becoming a nation of smokers. The pleasure that lies in cigarette, cigar or pipe entices thousands of new smokers daily—

And many of these smokers are beautiful young women to whom the danger of smoke-stained teeth was a vital problem. Today, however, users of BÖST TOOTH PASTE have found that they can smoke to their heart’s content and still have perfectly white teeth.

Through harmless—even beneficial ingredients, BÖST TOOTH PASTE removes and prevents ugly tobacco stains. It cleans teeth correctly, pleasantly and safely—

Try BÖST today and prove to yourself that you can really enjoy your cigarette without danger to your teeth.

BLOW TOBACCO SMOKE THROUGH YOUR HANKERCHIEF. IT LEAVES A BROWN STAIN. COVER STAIN LIBERALLY WITH BÖST TOOTH PASTE, THEN BRUSH IT BRISKLY, AND—THE STAIN DISAPPEARS!

MAKE THIS STARTLING TEST!

BÖST TOOTH PASTE

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Send 10 cents for week's supply to Böst, Inc., Dept. V, 9 East 40th Street, New York
NAME
ADDRESS
MY DRUGGIST IS

NOTE: Send for Böst's helpful booklet: "How to Stop Smoking"
They're so lovely looking!

HOW CAN THEY LAST SO MUCH LONGER?

"My hope-chest Wamsuttas," you say to yourself. "Mother must have bought them in the Spring of 1926. Ages ago . . . and yet they're just as strong and even silkier than when they were new.

"Well, I wish I hadn't wasted our own money on those other sheets. 'Just as good as Wamsutta' they said. Huh! To keep the frost off the dahlias maybe—or cover the ironing board!"

The lasting strength of Wamsutta is amazing. In their latest test, fifty Wamsutta sheets came through the equivalent of six years' laundering still strong and perfectly usable. At today's low prices, therefore, a Wamsutta sheet costs 55 cents (or less) a year, little enough for almost anybody. Wamsutta's lovely pastel tints match perfectly with colors of the famous North Star blankets.

WAMSUTTA SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES

WAMSUTTA MILLS, Founded 1846, NEW BEDFORD, MASS. NEW YORK SALES OFFICE, 180 MADISON AVENUE
The instinct for Pierce-Arrow ownership goes deeper than pride or social preference

IT is bred of a deep-rooted, almost unconscious, conviction that Pierce-Arrow has always been built to standards singularly fine.

Many of the artisans whose skill is so brilliantly expressed in today's Pierce-Arrow Twelves and Eights came to Pierce-Arrow early in its career. They helped establish practices of precision manufacture which endure to this day. Such men, whose pride is in the deftness of their hands, work with gauges that measure four-millionths of an inch—with scales that register milligrams.

In an era when speed has become a fetish in manufacturing, the Pierce-Arrow plant at Buffalo remains the distinguished exemplar of painstaking hand-work... and the current Pierce-Arrow Twelves and Eights present Pierce-Arrow precision at its finest.

Two New Twelves
142-inch to 147-inch wheelbase
150 horsepower
137-inch to 142-inch wheelbase
140 horsepower
Priced at Buffalo from $3650

The New Eights
137-inch to 142-inch wheelbase
125 horsepower
Priced at Buffalo from $2850

From a Pierce-Arrow advertisement published in 1910 comes this picture of what was then "America's Finest Car." Throughout the intervening 22 years, there has never been a rival for this Pierce-Arrow distinction.
JUNE, 1932

At moderate prices now...

Water Heaters with rust-proof tanks

Durable storage tanks cost only slightly more than the rustable kind

AT A PRICE thought impossible a few years ago, you can now obtain a water heater with a storage tank of Copper or Everdur, metals that cannot rust. Leading manufacturers offer a complete range of sizes and types that deliver clear water, save fuel and last indefinitely.

Before purchasing a water heater with a rustable tank, remember that hot water hastens the formation of rust. Every time you wait for hot water to “run clear,” you waste the fuel used to heat the water. And if the heater is underfired, rust will necessitate the use of more fuel.

Comparison of such service as this with that assured by Copper, clearly reveals the economy of rustless tanks. Many well-made Copper tanks are still sound after more than forty years of use.

Everdur... Anaconda Copper, alloyed with silicon and manganese... is now being used for tanks by a number of manufacturers of storage water heaters. This alloy produced solely by Anaconda, combines the corrosion-resistance of pure Copper with the strength of steel. The ease with which it is welded makes Everdur the ideal metal for rustproof tanks of welded construction.

You may obtain further information about storage tanks of Anaconda Copper or Everdur, and range boilers of these metals, from your gas or electric company, or plumbing contractor; or by writing to The American Brass Company, General Offices: Waterbury, Connecticut. In Canada, Anaconda American Brass Limited, New Toronto, Ontario.

Tanks of ANACONDA METAL
BUILDING MATERIALS

House Building Equipment

1. Greenleaf, Dean, BRICK IN POUZE in the House. This book emphasizes the importance of building for permanence with brick, and is hands-on. The American Brick Co., Waterbury, Conn.

2. Fasig-Barnes: Air Conditioning. Furnishings of living and air conditioning, and describes the fan in winter, and heat it in winter. Fasig-Barnes, 39 W. 43rd St., N. Y. C.

3. MATCHED BEAUTY. An attractively illustrated leaflet shows the modern designs in Kohler bathroom equipment. Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.

House Building, Mic.


5. PACE and COTTLE. Sectionally constructed houses are illustrated and described. Also log cabins, cabins, playhouses, garden houses and garden furniture. Pace, and Cottle Co., Revere Beach Parkway, Revere, Mass.

Roofing


Windows

7. Quality in Glass for Windows. A booklet showing conditions to observe for the beauty of clear flat window glass. Lerry Owens Ford Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio.

GARDENING

Garden Furniture & Decoration


Fences

10. Anchor Fences. Descriptions and illustrations of types of Anchor Fences that not only protect but beautifully adorn. Anchor Port Fence Co., Bayside, N. Y.

11. Ways to Enrich Home Life. Photographic illustrations of how to solve the problems of fences and gates. An attractive booklet may be purchased by a Cyclone Fence, Cyclone Fence Co., Waukegan, Ill.


13. PROTECT-A-YARD. Folder 97m describes the Protect-A-Yard which provides a safe place in which the children can play. Buffalo Wire Works Co., Inc., 473s Transit, Buffalo, N. Y.


15. FENCES of SHELLY FINE. A folder containing photographs and drawings of attractive fences of various designs. Shelly Paige Sales Co., Dept. 925, 900 First Nat.-Sec. Life Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Fertilizer


Insecticides

17. Insects and Their Control. This book gives a concise account of the various insects likely to infest gardens, flowers, plants and trees and the insecticides to use on them. $2.50 a copy. Andrew Wilson, Dept. D, Springsfield, N. J.

TRADE LITERATURE REVIEWS

Each month there will be briefly reviewed here a number of the new brochures, pamphlets and catalogs which have been issued by House & Garden's advertisers. Address the concerns direct for this literature or indicate by number on the coupon below the material in which you are interested . . . mail it to House & Garden's Reader Service Bureau, Greenwich, Connecticut, and we will have these booklets sent to you at once. Where a nominal payment is mentioned please enclose your remittance in stamps.

Wall Coverings

42. WILLIAM R. WALTON. A booklet of wallpaper designs is offered by this concern for 50c. The House & Garden, 1621 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

43. More Charm in the Home. Desirable collectible booklets for home decoration of various sizes. Samples of attractive designs in Wall-Ten are included. Columbia-Carried Fabrics Corporation, Columbus, O.

Boats

44. Boats. Explains how A. C. F. Boats will afford you a delightful vacation on the water. American Can & Foundry Co., 20 Cuthbert Street, N. Y. C.

Candy

45. "My Three Shamrock Biscuit Parties." The menus for those amusing bridge parties are given in a folder, Johnson's Candy Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Gifts

46. THE LAND OF HOME MONEY. Some very interesting information for those who enjoy viewing pictures at home. Eastern Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

47. THE ORIENTAL MIST in Decoration. An attractive booklet showing ornamental and decorative pieces from the Orient. Yamazaki & Co., 685 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

Toiletries

48. ROY TOOTY PASTE. A sample of this tooth paste is offered for ten cents. Bear, Inc., Dept. V, 9 E. 89th St., N. Y. C.


SCHOOLS & CAMPS

50. CHOOSING THE PRIVATE SCHOOL. Any of the 333 schools recommended in this booklet will send descriptive literature on request. Specific advice on individual problems can be obtained by writing this bureau. House & Garden's School & Camp Bureau, 1930 Graybar Building, N. Y. C.

51. PRIVATE CAMPS. Detailed information for parents about camps recommended by House & Garden. House & Garden's School & Camp Bureau, 1930 Graybar Building, N. Y. C.

52. N. Y. SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION. A general catalog of the courses given by the New York School of Interior Decoration, 58 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

53. Traveling Camps. Detailed information for parents about camps recommended by House & Garden. House & Garden's School & Camp Bureau, 1930 Graybar Building, N. Y. C.

54. PROGRAM OF CIRCULAR TOURS. Outlining the tours of the Western States, LMS Co., 200 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

55. France. Brochure illustrating the important and picturesque French cities to be visited through the services of France. Railways of France. Railways of France, 1 East 57th St., New York, N. Y.

56. Gardening in the Traveler's Arms. Includes descriptions of flower gardens in France, England, Holland, Belgium and Spain that you should see on your trip to Europe. This booklet will be sent free of charge. The Coastal Tour Publications, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C.
NOW that school will soon be out, what provision have you made to protect the youngsters who will play in your yard? A sudden dash into the street may bring lasting sorrow. Particularly if you live on a corner, it is imperative that your children have the protection of a fence.

A fence of Shevlin Pine gives all the protection needed—and it beautifies your property. In fact, it is a friendly fence, framing your residence appropriately, blending with its architectural style, and enclosing your property in a well-bred, dignified way. Leading architects and landscape designers commend the well-designed fence of pine.

To make a safe, private place for children to play, to bar trespassers, to protect your garden, there is a design for a Fence of Shevlin Pine to just suit your need. Your local lumber dealer will supply the Shevlin Pine and your carpenter can easily erect the fence from our specifications. Just fill in the coupon herewith and mail for information.

Send for

Fences of Shevlin Pine

Long Island—This is a dignified post and rail fence especially suitable for the suburban yard or the country home.

Cape Cod—This low picket fence is typical of "the Cape." It charmingly protects yard and garden.

PLANs FOR COUNTRY CABINS TO BE BUILT WITH SHEVLIN PINE LOG SIDING

MAIL TODAY

SHEVLIN PINE SALES COMPANY
Executive Offices, Dept. 92b
900 First National-Soo Line Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Please send without charge your folder "Fences of Shevlin Pine." We are planning to fence: (State Nature of Enclosure)

Location: Size:  
"Cabin That Grows" Plan LS452 10c...  
One-Room Cabin Plan LS432 10c....  
Two-Room Cabin Plan LS453 20c....  
A copy of "Log Cabins Up To Date" will be sent Free.

Name:  
Address:  
City:  
State:  
Mail to executive offices or your nearest branch office.

MINNEAPOLIS: 900 First National-Soo Line Bldg.
CHICAGO: 1863 LaSalle-Wacker Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO: 1030 Montgomery Bldg.
NEW YORK: 1206 Graybar Bldg.
TORONTO, ONTARIO: 1806 Royal Bank Bldg.
HOUSE & GARDEN REAL ESTATE GUIDE

CONNECTICUT

AT GREENWICH
In Round Hill Riding Country, 3/4
acres. Enchanting Central Lake, tennis
court over Lake. Indoor pool and sandbox.
Large, light-filled living rooms, 2 fireplaces,
many outdoor living areas. Full of authentic
ideas of decorative theme, etc. Price reason-
able.

BANKS & CLEVELAND
New Canaan
Henry C. Banks
Greenwich 100

GREENWICH
Summer rentals. Waterfront and island
estates for sale and for lease.

Molly Stark
Telephone Old Greenwich 7-3775
Monter of Real Estate Board of Greenwich

GREENWICH
Over 75 acres with stream and beautiful
woods. Idyllically situated in the little north of
Greenwich, Connecticut. Can be purchased at the
exceptionally low price of $35 per acre.

Fish & Marvin
Boston Post Road
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
Tel: 4111

WATERFRONT AND
ISLAND ESTATES
For Sale and for Lease Furnished

SAMUEL N. PIERSON
Gurley Bldg.
STAMFORD, CONN.
Tel: 4-1111

LITCHFIELD, CONN.
Beautiful Country Estate
Suitable for school or institution of any
kind. Manor house of 18 rooms, 7
fireplaces, 5 baths, all other improvements.
Second house of 7 rooms, improvements:
42 acres, pond, brook, landscaped grounds.
Price $53,000.

J. J. CASSIDY
Woodbury, Conn.

REDDING, CONN.
COLONIAL HOMESTEAD—BROOK—POOL
Colonial home charmingly remodeled, built
on three levels with open terraces and gardens. 8
rooms—all improvements. Never fallen back

MARY GLASS
100 West Patchogue Avenue
Telephone 3038
Greenwich, Conn.

COUNTRY REAL ESTATE
A charming overshot home of ten rooms and
five baths is for sale furnished for $25,000.
The grounds are beautifully landscaped.

MRS. JOHN ROWLAND
Post Road
Noroton, Conn.
Tel: Noroton 125

WESTPORT

OLD HOMESTEAD
39 acres, 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, living
room, 3 fireplaces, dish, kitchen, wide
floors, beaux, furnace, shade trees, barns,
garden. Reduced $17,500.

W. C. CODMAN, JR.
Westport 4502

If you're selling or renting
you'll find House & Garden's
readers the kind of people who'll
buy or rent your kind of home.

RE-DISCOVERED
as Charming Summer Homes

Along highway and byway you'll find them, unpretentious, sub-
stantial, redolent of early New England. Tour Vermont this summer
and discover the charm of such a place for your summer home, its
beauty of line and setting, and how inexpensive to acquire and
adapt to your taste!

"VERMONT SUMMER HOMES" by Dorothy Canfield

A new brochure, in which famous author gives her impressions.
Fascinatingly illustrated. Other official publications are: "Farms & Summer Homes for
Sale"; "Cottages & Camps for Rent"; "Hotel & Resort Directory";
"Lakes & Mountains" (illustrated); "Vermont Road Map." Please state those desired.

VERMONT BUREAU OF PUBLICITY

RHODE ISLAND

110-Acre Gentleman's Estate near Watch Hill, R.I.

"SHAWDASSE" (South-Wd)

Beautiful Colonial residence, 13 rooms, lawns, flower gardens,
trout pond and lake; eight-car garage and chauffeur's quarters—all in fine
condition. Located at Stonington, Conn., 1 35
minutes from New York on main line of the
Haven Railroad.

To Settle Estate—Price $10,000.

ALBERT B. ASHFORTH, Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS

CAPE COD
Colonial house of 12 rooms, 2 baths
and lavatory, 8 fireplaces, large-screened
porches, electric lights, 2 barns, with
59 acres of land sloping to pond, shade
trees, etc. Exceptional value.

H. T. CROCKET, Brewster, Mass.

PLANS

Reprinted with 100 illustrated pages of 45
Complete Designs.

Price $1.00

W. D. DEWSNAP, Architect

LONG ISLAND

MUNSEY PARK
at Manhasset, Long Island

Westbury, Long Island
For Lease—Polo season of 1932—
Ideal country estate of 78 acres—
woodland—large English residence—
Exclusive surroundings—References.
Lease at $10,000 for the season.

JOHN R. HILL
Tel: Westbury 169

GREAT NECK
We have compiled an interesting and attractive
booklet presenting immediately and de-
cidedly new opportunities for home—
or home rentals—in Great Neck in various price ranges.

ARTHUR F. RASCHL, Realtor
45 Middle Neck Road
Great Neck, L. I.
Phone: Great Neck 3316

WESTCHESTER

Berkley
DISTINCTION RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
In beautiful park, centrally re-
stricted. Centrally Located. Other
elegantly attractive offerings.

CHOICE BUILDING SITES

CRANE—BERKLEY CORPORATION

BERKLEY

PLAYA DE MEDANO

HERNANDO DE SOTO

VIRGINIA

Gentleman's Water Front Estate

FERTILE FARM OF 285 ACRES
ON RAPIDAN RIVER

In famous Piedmont section of Virginia, Lemen-
bar, over 1000 acres, including a beautiful
8-room frame house and 100 acres of
land. Also a 700 -acre farm, well developed.
Established farm. Reduced from $22,000.

W. R. G. WALLACE
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HOUSE & GARDEN
PEKINGINE

Cloise Siewe
Species of Show Type. Also Larger Size of Quality. Miniature Griffs

MRS. C. MAC LEVY
31 Randial Ave., Rockville Center, L. I., N. Y.
Phone—R. C. 727-1

PEKINGINE
FOR SALE
Correct type for those who want quality of distinguished ancestry.
Orchard Hill Kennels

Ch. Dan, One of Distinctive In Stud Book
Mrs. Richard G. Conover—a-wer

PEKES & POMS
AT STUD
PUPPIES
All Prices
LONGSTONE KENNELS
Dayton, Ohio

ELSEFF KENNELS
SEALYHAM TERRIERS
Puppies and matured stock usually for sale.
Box 403
Newport, R. I.

SEALYHAM TERRIERS
CRESHAM KENNELS
Poole, Penna.
At show
St. Margaret Swell Fella of Cresheim
Reverie Rock For Sale

SCHAUZERS
MEDIUM AND MINIATURE
A selection of choice show and stock puppies, ranging in quality from the best dog to a dog that can be taken to a show and win with ease.

HALLOWEY KENNELS
H. G. Haskell, Owner
COSSAART, PA.
(Located on Route No. 67 two miles south of Caribou Feel, Pa.)

MARDALE MINIATURE SCHNAUZERS

ODDACHETTE AT STUD—835. Schauzers offers a wide selection of young and growing stock. Both sexes, excellent in type, at every price—Visitors are welcome. Dogs can be seen at all shows.

MARDALE KENNELS
Mrs. I. W. Jones, Owner
Skippack Pike, Sellers Station, Penna.

Readers Questions and Our Answers

It is my understanding that it is possible again to procure a Pug. If this is so, would you say that the present Pug is as sound and healthy as the old-fashioned type?

Along with the return of fashions that flourished in the Victoria Era there comes to the top of the canine world, the faithful Pug. Many believe it is a clear demonstration of the survival of the fittest! Nevertheless, the Pug is here and, it seems, minus the objectionable wherre that the old-fashioned Pug seemed to have.

King William III was one of the first to import the Pug to England. This sponsorship, and the breed's naturally good qualities, had much to do with its being a favorite with the nobility and aristocracy during the latter part of the seventeenth century. In the middle of the nineteenth century, the British commenced to breed the Pug on a systematic scale, until the late William IV, without the efforts of another member of the nobility, Lady Braxey, the black strain would have been. Then some were imported to America, and the breed flourishined here for a while. They were very popular about the time Sousa's "El Capitan March" was a great hit. Later, a fickle American public turned against Pugs, causing the breed to become a back number, until about two years ago, when a few responsible breeders in this country imported some of the best of the different English strains. Now representative specimens of (Continued on page 14)

COCKER SPANIELS

WILMARLAND KENNELS, Reg.
Mrs. & Mrs. W. M. Знаилер, D.C.

Offer a smart collection of puppies in all colors eligible for registration. Also young brood matrons.

WILMARLAND KENNELS, Reg.
Mrs. & Mrs. W. M. Знаилер, D.C.

Free Dog Book

by noted specialist. Tell how to
FEED AND TRAIN
KEEP HIM HEALTHY
As a good dog condition, KILL FLIES, eases uncomfortable. distemper, T225. seven clean home.

Free Dog Book

by noted specialist. Tell how to
FEED AND TRAIN
KEEP HIM HEALTHY
As a good dog condition, KILL FLIES, eases uncomfortable. distemper, T225. seven clean home.

Q-W DOG REMEDIES

and hundreds of valuable hints to the owner. Illustrated Mail Order.

Q-W LABORATORIES

Dept.H-G : Bound Brook, New Jersey
READER QUESTIONS AND OUR ANSWERS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13)

this breed can be seen at almost any of the large Dog Shows, and it is now easy to buy a smart, healthy Pug.

The present-day Pug represents an improvement on all the good physical qualities of the former Pug and at the same time some of his objectionable features have been removed. Many of the un

knowing claim that the Pug is dull and uninteresting. Those who really know the Pug, appreciate him because of his dignified bearing, and action, great facility, and intelligence. The chief points to look for in the selection of puppies from two to four months old are: short square faces, great wrinkles, short backs, and great bone.

• Am I to understand it is an unending sign that a dog has rubies when it froths at the mouth?

M. M. A.

• No, it is not an unending sign. As with rubies very rarely froth at the mouth. On the other hand, this condition may be due to many causes, including indiscretion, or an unreasonable condition of the teeth and gums. We suggest that you consult a veterinarian specializing in small animal prac­

• Can you give some information about a new variety to have been passed recently by the New York State Legislature with regard to the unjustifiable destruc­

tion or injuring of dogs?

P. C. S.

• Chapter 415 of the Laws of New York, an Act to amend the penal law, in relation to inter­

ference with or injury to certain animals, reads as follows:

Section 190-9-a. A person who wil­

fully or unjustifiably interferes with, injures, destroys or tampers with or who wilfully sets on foot, instigates engages in or in any way farthers any act by which any horse, mule, dog or any other domestic animal used for the pur­

poses of racing, breeding or exhibiting such an animal, is guilty of a crime of the second degree.

(Continued on page 15)
**READER QUESTIONS AND OUR ANSWERS (CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14)**

jured, destroyed or tampered with, or any act tending to produce such interference, injury, destruction or tampering, whether such horse, mule, dog or other domestic animal be the property of himself or another, is guilty of a felony, punishable by imprisonment in a state's prison for not more than three years.

- Can you offer any explanation, scientific or otherwise, as to why deafness is so prevalent in white animals?
  - Miss M. H. S.

- Deafness in white animals is not nearly so prevalent as it used to be, for the simple reason that breeders, generally, have entered into an unwritten rule that breeding shall not be done from deaf sires and deaf dams—with the result that deafness has been practically eradicated.

The scientific explanation is that animals deficient in pigment frequently have degeneration or total absence of the small passage in the ear, which is called the cochlear duct. Of course, this simple statement does not explain how the defect arises, and why it should be associated with pure white. The lack of room prevents us from giving it here.

- Do I understand correctly that a Setter with a dark eye is a more efficient hunter than one with a light eye? Mr. M. J. P.
  - Yes. While the standards of all breeds condemn a light eye, and make its possession a disqualification—pointing, the color of the eye has nothing to do with the dog's efficiency as a hunting dog.

**LIVE STOCK & Poultry**

- **Bull Terriers of Quality**
  - Champion Stud Dogs
  - Puppies for Sale
  - BRONX BORO KENNELS
  - 930 Redhook Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

- **Boston Terriers**
  - Few choice specimens, both sexes, Best possible breeding.
  - Circular on request.
  - MASSACHUSETTS KENNELS

- **English Bull Terriers**
  - COLMAN KENNELS
  - 30 Edwards Blvd., CINCINNATI, OHIO

- **HARLEQUIN GREAT DANES**
  - Quality puppies, show and breeding stock, well built, soundly made, with proper eye color.
  - ROGER KENNELS

- **Bull Terriers**
  - Champion Stud Dogs
  - Puppies for Sale
  - BRONX BORO KENNELS
  - 930 Redhook Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

- **BOSTON TERRIERS**
  - Few choice specimens, both sexes. Best possible breeding.
  - Circular on request.
  - MASSACHUSETTS KENNELS

- **PHEASANTS**
  - G. F. DENLEY, BREEDER
  - ROCKVILLE, MD.

- **CATS With Rare Personality**
  - Blue-eyed white kittens, and one black kitten—Dob. Beautiful “Lady Eolie” (shaded blue- eye white female in chief).—Blue eyes—Remains of N. Y. State Championship winner. Will mate to black or white or tabby. Write for price list and catalog.
  - G. D. TILLEY
  - Novato, Marin County, Conn.

- **BUFFALO**
  - Protection
  - Your dogs show off to best advantage in kennels, yards or runs like those so pleasingly designed, strongly constructed.

"Buffalo" Portable Fencing is very easy to erect. A child can do it, and in a few minutes’ time. Just push the section legs into the ground and wire (or steel) the ends together,—... This handy fencing makes yard rotation very simple, improves the appearance of the grounds, and storage gives no difficulty at all. Ideal for chickens, and other fowl!

Let us, then, write you full particulars. Write for Booklet No. 83-F.
"Up the old mountain, down the valley still. We don’t aim to hurry, but fear of little loss..."

To give the discriminating public an opportunity to examine for themselves the beauty, strength, and colorfastness of our wares, we offer to all who refer to this advertisement a discount of 33% off from our regular prices no charge for packing.

As it is the first reflecor light of table size because it is made of an unbreakable, silver metal in a good-looking design; because it will lighten an entire room without casting a single, eye-straining shadow; because it is new and practical and smart—we nominate the Sunny Boy lamp for our Hall of Fame as well as the game room, the living room or any other part of the house. 13 inches tall. $15. Alexander Studios, 106 West 31st St., New York.

Because it is the first reflector light of table size, because it is made of an unbreakable, silver metal in a good-looking design; because it will lighten an entire room without casting a single, eye-straining shadow; because it is new and practical and smart—we nominate the Sunny Boy lamp for our Hall of Fame as well as the game room, the living room or any other part of the house. 13 inches tall. $15. Alexander Studios, 106 West 31st St., New York.

A black and white, checked guinea hen is good company on a picnic—when accompanied by a flock of sandwiches in a vivid red and orange lunch kit. Left, the box, with the bird atop it. 8 by 12 inches. Strap fastening. The square box is red—white, orchid, blue and yellow flower decoration. 9½ inches sq. Decorations of cut-out paper on heavy cardboard. Designed by Janet Harter. 85 each. Pitt Petri, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

Two companions for a sunny garden corner—a sundial to tell the hours and a comfortable chair in which to while away the sun. Sundial, of Galloway pottery in a modern design, is 3½ inches tall, $20 complete. Erkins Studio, 255 Lexington Ave., New York. The dark green, iron chair is adjustable to three positions. Canvas seat, in light green or yellow, detachable for cleaning. $6.50. Louis & Conner, 6th Ave., & 45th St., New York.

"Two shining examples of Jack's craftsmanship! Colonial lantern, with hand-stained ship design, 12 in. high. $15.00. Sandstone, with hand-stained ship design, 9½ in. high. $8.50. Choice of cooper, brass, pewter finish or monel metal, with ceiling fixture or wall bracket, as ordered. If for outdoor use, provided with water-proof socket. We also ship any name or design on glass to order. Write for illustrated brochures."

The Sunny Boy lamp is not only a delight to look at but is a blessing to the eye. It is so arranged that it can be lifted away without disturbing the illustrations, in the same manner as a picture. It is a delight to the eye, and will be a delight to the eye of the person who receives it.

If you have an out-of-doors sitting room that wants exterior decoration consider those two jolly, fun little flower pots. Each is handmade of a warmly, yellow-pink terra cotta reminiscent of sunlit, southern patios. The strawberry jar, 7 inches tall, will hold a miniature cactus garden. Streamers of ivy are very becoming to its compatriot, 9½ inches tall. $2 and $4, respectively. La Luz Clay Products Co., 52 E. 52nd St., New York.
The finest thing that could be said about the new Hudson Eight is that it reflects the greatest single advance in all Hudson's twenty-three years. Most significantly, that statement implies, what is the literal fact, that this is the Pacemaker of all Hudson pacemakers, without rival in brilliant performance, inspired style, or actual money value. Hudson Motor Car Company, Detroit.
IF VARIETY's the very spice of life, then France is the ideal place to live in summer-time. . . . First, of course, there's Paris. Then there's the chateau-studded countryside. And third, the coast—a frontier of gay pajamas and striped parasols from Deauville to Biarritz, and from St. Tropez up the famed Côte d'Azur.

It's a grand country! There are fashions to admire and winners to pick, as they go to the post at Longchamps or Auteuil. . . . The fairways are smooth and green at Le Touquet. . . . There's health and charming company at Evian or Aix-les-bains. . . . If you're mountain-minded, you can climb on the Mer de Glace above alpine Chamonix. (And there are countless rugged panoramas in the Pyrenees too.) . . . There's yachting, Davis Cup Tennis, motoring, horse-shows, and polo. Sleepy Norman villages . . . picturesque Basque peasants . . . the ever-intriguing shops, theaters, and cafés of Paris . . . all cry "Let us be gay!"

Yes, it will be delightful in France this summer. And it will be delightful to go there the French way . . . by the French Line . . . France Afloat. World-famous Parisian cooking . . . sturdy Breton seamanship . . . English-speaking service . . . comfort, companionship . . . the completeness of France herself.

There's no reason in the world why you shouldn't have the time of your life in France this summer, and enjoy the new low French Line rates, coming and going. All French Line express steamers carry First and Tourist Class. Any authorized travel agent will be glad to serve you. . . . The French Line, 19 State Street, New York.
Rhapsody in A Motor

If you are suffering from the "Consolidated" Blues or are working yourself up to a "General" Breakdown, forty different kinds of motors and engines are waiting to whir you away to a thousand places where you can take a breathing spell. The map of the world is red veined with routes of travel, trails old and new, each to some delightful journey's end. Look over this alphabetical index of hotels, resorts and travel points, and say, éey, meeny, miny, mo. Branch offices of travel advertisers are listed in some cases, for your convenience. If this Directory doesn't seem to have the answer, of course you may, without obligation, consult: House & Garden's Travel Advertising Department, 1930 Graybar Building, Lexington at 43rd, New York.
NOW see Italy ... and make the most of your vacation money too! Not since pre-war days has it been possible to live and travel in Italy for so little.

In Rome, Florence, Naples and the hill-towns ... in Venice, Brioni, the Rivieras or the mountain stations ... one may spend a month or more for what a fortnight formerly cost. Hotels, restaurants and railway transportation have been drastically reduced in price ... visa fees and museum entrance fees abolished. Steamship fares on the Southern Route are the lowest in a decade.

Depression or no depression, this is the year for your Italian visit. It's one investment that pays lasting dividends and never depreciates. Let us help you plan your trip in cooperation with your tourist agent. This office is operated for that purpose by the Royal Italian Government on a non-commercial basis—with a view to helping the traveler see more, live better and pay less, with no charge for services. Begin today by writing for a large illustrated book on Italy, sent free.

ITALIAN TOURIST INFORMATION OFFICE
Squibb Bldg., 745 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
WHICH SIDE WAS YOUR ANCESTOR ON when Edward I built that wonderful chain of castles in North Wales to keep the Welshmen up the mountains when once he had got them there? That little game of hide-and-seek that Edward played with his Welsh neighbours is one of the best bits in English history.

Carnarvon, Conway, Harlech, Beaumaris, Rhuddlan and Ruthin. Jewels of living history, they are full of Plantagenet majesty, and above them towers the mighty bulk of Snowdon and the Northern massif.

Come to Wales and see how a Norman king could build chain stores to last a thousand years. From London (Euston Station) by the Irish Mail or from Dublin by the mail boat. The route itself is lined with history.

LONDON MIDLAND & SCOTTISH RAILWAY OF GREAT BRITAIN

Illustrated pamphlets from T. R. Dexter, Vice-President—Passenger Traffic Dept., 200 Fifth Avenue, New York City, or from your own Ticket Agent
SEMPLE SCHOOL


HOUSE & GARDEN

GIRLS' SCHOOLS

SEMPLE SCHOOL


King-Smith Studio-School

Music · Dancing · Dramatics · Languages · Literature · Art

A Residential School for Cultural and Professional Study

Washington · Paris

These Schools & Camps Will Give Special Consideration to Letters from Readers Who Mention House & Garden's Name.
BOYS’ SCHOOLS

LAWRENCE ACADEMY
AT GROTON, MASS.

One hundred boys Prepares for all colleges

PEDDIE SCHOOL

An Endowed School for Boys

Prepares boys for entry into College Entrance Board examinations. Graduates successful in college, business, and professional fields. Including Honors and Salutatorian of class, 100% of seniors go to college.

KINGSLEY SCHOOL

For boys. valley Episcopalian. Board school with distinctive moral, intellectual attention to each student. New, modern 304 acres. 55 miles from New York City. All students, every boy has own room. Summer camp in Maine, Colorado.

HEADMASTER, Box D, Essex Fells, N. J.

BOYS’ CAMP

"The Camp That’s Different" - Fiftieth year of success in preparing boys for college. Filled with discipline and sport. Map and catalog free. D. H. KAHN, President, Box 80, Princeton, N. J.

CAMP CUSTER

For children ages 2-17

Montessori

Progress for the retarded child

CHILDREN’S CAMP

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

BANCROFT SCHOOL

PROGRESS FOR THE RETARDED CHILD

Instruction, outdoor life, play and medical care are combined in a constructive program. The staff includes resident physician, nurses and highly trained teachers. Modern equipment and special media are used. Write for catalog.

HEAD OF SCHOOL, Box 395, Haddonfield, N. J.

HOME STUDY

BOYS’ SCHOOLS

VALLEY FORGE SUMMER CAVILLY SCHOOL


STANTON MILITARY SCHOOL


FISHBURNE MILITARY SCHOOL

Steady drill, prayer, cleanliness. Leadership and leadership highly developed. Handsome atmosphere.

Headmaster, Box D, Princeton, N. J.

ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE


TENNESSEE MILITARY SCHOOL

For boys aged 13 to 16 years of age. Thirty-five years of school experience. Morale, leadership, character. All students. Box 6, Nashville, Tenn.

Kingsley School

CHILDREN’S CAMP

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION

Fine and Applied Arts

First Class Course for College Women—In a new schedule, including history of art, modern design, color, and finishing courses. Six full years of practical training. Free home study course. New York School of Interior Decoration, 20th Avenue and New York Avenue, New York City.

INTRODUCTION

200th Year

Lower level, ground floor,根据不同地方自行调整

Katharine Gibbs School

SECRETARIAL EXECUTIVE ACADEMY

Two-Year Course — First year all college subjects, second year Allegra — executive training, college training, business training. Free home study course. Katharine Gibbs School—Camden 5, N. J.

SECRETARIAL OFFICE

Katharine Gibbs School

Two-Year Course — First year all college subjects, second year Allegra — executive training, college training, business training. Free home study course. Katharine Gibbs School—Camden 5, N. J.

LCOMPLETE ACADEMY

BOYS’ SCHOOLS

Ml. Headmaster, Box D, Princeton, N. J.

ANTIQUE IRONWORK

BOYS’ SCHOOLS

Shopper’s Amnesia

Are you a lazy shopper, too? If you are at all like the writer, you often see or hear of something that intrigues you, make a mental note to look it up, and then find you have forgotten the back trail. The Shoppers’ & Buyers’ Guide of House & Garden, appearing in every issue, helps sufferers from this complaint. It tells you where to get all sorts of ordinary and extraordinary merchandise and services. If you don’t see what you want in the Guide, just ask for advice from: The Shoppers’ & Buyers’ Guide of House & Garden, 1930 Graybar Building, Lexington at 43rd, New York, no obligation.

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY


BAKERY ACADEMY

A splendidly equipped school for boys, in the heart of the old Dutch country, New York City.

Charles H. Breed, Ed.D., Headmaster

Box 6, Hightstown, N. J.

Princeton Preparatory School

158 students in twenty-six classes during past year. 206-212 years old. Students from twenty states. Box 6, Princeton, N. J.

Harry B. Fine, Headmaster, Box D, Princeton, N. J.

HAIR GOODS

MANUEL TRANSFORMATIONS, right-proof parts, and hair goods. Free House & Garden’s name for free. Ryerson, B. S., L. D., Pres., Box 107, 20th Ave., N. Y. 9, 1932, also books, etc., for sale.

HAI R & SCALP SPECIALIST

FRANCES FOX INSTITUTE, 1250 Flatbush Ave., N. Y. C., 1932, 1932.

LICHTER FIXTURES

NESSSEN STUDIO—Contemporary ironwork metalwork, specializing in lighting fixtures. Supplied for homes and offices. 45th Street and 34th Street.

UNFINISHED FURNITURE

PURITAN FURNITURE SHOP—Unfinished Furniture shop. Finish as you like. Dining & Bedroom Furniture. 47th Street and 3rd Avenue New York City.

DRESS SHOP

JANE ENGEL—1010 Madison Avenue, New York, known for the finest and newest in French fashions. Color scheme, modern, modern, modern. Write for list. Box 135, New York City.

THE SHoppers’ & Buiyers’ GUIDE

Are you a lazy shopper, too? If you are at all like the writer, you often see or hear of something that intrigues you, make a mental note to look it up, and then find you have forgotten the back trail. The Shoppers’ & Buyers’ Guide of House & Garden, appearing in every issue, helps sufferers from this complaint. It tells you where to get all sorts of ordinary and extraordinary merchandise and services. If you don’t see what you want in the Guide, just ask for advice from: The Shoppers’ & Buyers’ Guide of House & Garden, 1930 Graybar Building, Lexington at 43rd, New York, no obligation.
This year, more than ever before, it pays to consult a decorator...!

Do you cling to the old idea that employing a good decorator will result in expenditures far beyond your plans and means? Exactly the opposite is true! A conscientious decorator will work within your own budget—keep strictly within your price limits—and make every dollar buy home-beauty far beyond what you dreamed possible!...Here, as elsewhere, experience tells! The expert who is constantly handling fabrics knows which are really bargains—and which are mere price-traps. Good decorators recommend Schumacher Fabrics for draperies, slipcovers, and upholstery because they have found them to give superlative satisfaction in home after home...Schumacher Fabrics are sold only through decorators, upholsterers and the decorative departments of department stores. Schumacher offices at 60 West 40th Street, New York. Also in Boston, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco, Grand Rapids and Detroit.
THE BULLETIN BOARD

THE REBELLION AGAINST JUNK. On all sides are signs that people are rebelling against junk and shopkeepers will shortly awake to the facility of trying to sell it. The is a decided movement on foot to acquaint purchasers of merchandise with the facts whereby they can tell quality in any given object—quality in furniture, fabrics, and clothes. People are beginning to realize that there is a limit below which quality merchandise can be manufactured and sold, and they are no longer to be taken in by ridiculously low prices. Good manufacture is worthy of its hire. Good merchandise is worthy of its price.

A CHAUCERIAN PRELUDE. Our collection of old verses to carve above a garden gate is growing apace. Here is one from Chaucer:

Through me men go unto the blissful place
Of the heart's heal and deadly wounds' cure,
There is a limit below which the quality merchandise can be accounted. Here is one from Chaucer:

The facts whereby they can tell quality in furniture, fabrics, and clothes. People are beginning to realize that there is a limit below which quality merchandise can be manufactured and sold, and they are no longer to be taken in by ridiculously low prices. Good manufacture is worthy of its hire. Good merchandise is worthy of its price.

BULL MARKET IN STONES. The skeleton of any real Japanese garden is composed of stones. Each of these has a name and an attribute, sometimes poetical, sometimes moral. Some of the stones are feminine and passive, others masculine and active. On large places no less than 300 of them are used and the minimum for the smallest garden is five. As the Japanese deeply appreciate the beauty and associations of all kinds of rocks, they travel long distances to find them, take no end of pains to transport them safely back to their gardens and often pay huge sums for very choice specimens. At one time in the past century the craze for beautiful rocks has surrounded it.

DECORATIVE GARDEN. One of the most interesting figures of the 16th Century in France was Bernard Palissy, a liberal in mind, an artist in ceramics and a poet in gardening. So it is a real joy to find that his Decorative Garden, which, by the way, is the earliest French essay on gardening, has been translated for discerning readers by Helen Morgan Fox. She has accomplished it with sympathy, scholarship and a delicacy of phrasing that is both faithful to the original text and well deserving the beautiful restraint of typography and binding with which Crosby Galvin has surrounded it.

CONVIVIAL FURNITURE. To the long list of evils for which the "Noble Experiment" is held accountable we wish to add a new item. A smattering of furniture and decoration had led us to think ourselves pretty sure of the identity of such pieces as were brought to our attention. Twice recently, however, this assurance was very rudely shaken.

WE HEAR THAT: Eden Sails spread around Rhododendrons three or four times a year will give the soil the proper acidity. A light powdering will be enough. Superphosphate will encourage Wisteria into a blooming mood. A small quantity of phosphate applied to Snapdragons and Marigolds will work magic.

ENSEMBLES FOR SUMMER BEDS. A wealth of newly created equipment will tempt women to deck their beds afresh for summer. Into moth bags will go heavy winter quilts and blankets and out will come lightweight, open-weave blankets and comfortables covered in delectable silks and cottons and filled with just the right amount of light, pure down or wool to give extra protection against coolish nights. The new blanket colors include clear pale pastels, some rich darker shades variously called cedar, mahogany, redwood, and fuchsia, and the unbeatable white. Summer birdspreads reflect a strong provincial influence in old-fashioned coverlets and hand-woven, hand-stitched effects. The fine cotton percale sheets which are becoming more and more generally used are admirable for summer, and a third sheet makes an extra covering on warm nights.

ST. FRANCIS AND THE LARKS. On another page are shown two delightful bird feeding stations in which the principal figure is St. Francis. This association of the Porzellas and birds is set down in The Mirror of Perfection, the oldest life of St. Francis, written by his companion, Brother Leo. The bird he seemed to love best was the crested lark and on the night before he died a great multitude of them circled around the roof of his cell sweetly singing. The other association is his injunction to mayors of cities and towns and lords of castles to scatter grain along the roads on Christmas day so that the larks and other birds should have whereto to eat and would thereby be given cause for rejoicing.

POETRY AND GARDENS. Those who have waited long and with what patience they might for a really good anthology of garden verse at last have their reward in The Garden Book of Verse, edited by William Griffith, president of the Poetry Society of America. This one merits the gold star, with two extra little silver ones for having omitted the threadbare "My garden is a lovesome spot, God wot." The editors have made their American and foreign selections with rare discrimination and a broad familiarity with the world of poetry which has led to the inclusion of a number of comparatively obscure names which should be far better known. They have compiled a volume with all the quality of The Oxford Book of English Verse, and one whose worth is still further heightened by the excellent brief introductions that have been accorded to each of the poets whose work appears. You may turn to it with full confidence that here is a real and much needed contribution to the varied literature of gardens.

FROST AT MIDNIGHT. Of course, in even such a fine anthology as the one spoken of above we are bound to miss a few favorite lines. Here is a passage of Coleridge's Frost at Midnight that we would add—the sort of lines one might write to the woman who gardens:

Therefore all seasons shall be sweet to thee,
Whether the summer clothes the general earth With greenness, or the red heaet sit and sing,
Or if the skies be tempests, or the clouds be sown with the tafts of snow on the barren branch Of mossy apple-tree, while the night thunders
In the sun-thaw; whether the cave-drops fall
Heard only in the trances of the blast,
Or if the secret ministry of frost
Shall hang them up in silent icicles,
Quietly shining to the quiet Moon.

REPAIRS AND TOMORROW. Let your house become obsolete, avoid the false economy that keeps putting off the making of necessary repairs. There is noemporizing with decay. It spreads fast. Tomorrow it's prevention will cost more.

SHALL HANG THEM UP IN SILENT ICICLES. Quietly shining to the quiet Moon.

AUTHORS AND ARTISTS. Mrs. William A. Cary, who describes the three-flower arrangement she has made for this issue, is a persistent winner of prizes at flower shows. She has also gained fame through her lectures on this floral art. Joseph B. Platt, who gives us glimpses in color of the McCann gardens on pages 50 and 51, is welcomed back to the pages of this magazine after several years' absence. George H. Allen, who writes the biography of Mr. Bernard Baruch's hunting lodge, is getting quite a reputation for that sort of thing.
THE LAST WORD
ON WHAT'S NEW
IN MOTOR CARS

The experts are saying great things of the new Nash. Undoubtedly it is due to the fact that Nash has stepped out ahead and brought out cars so sharply different from the conventional cars we've always known.

Gossip among those who are up-on-everything in motordom mentions most frequently, the Silent Underslung Worm Drive by which car weight and car height are brought nearly three inches lower without sacrificing head room or road clearance.

We hear, also, that Nash has widened the tread at the rear to get wider seats and a finer road-hug at high speeds. These cars, they say, are actually wider than their elevation. It seems incredible.

And the new Nash profile really makes one wonder why cars ever were built with tower-like dimensions, flat front radiators, vertical windshields and perched-up backs. From V-radiator to "beavertail" stern, the lines of these Nash cars simply flow. And the air flows, too, along the "Slip-Stream" body lines, avoiding wind resistance, increasing speed.

These Nash cars are not only lower, but also longer, more powerful and extremely quiet. They have Ride Control, full-range and dash-adjustable. They have an X-Dual frame, said to be the most rigid and twist-resisting ever built for any car. Completely sound-proofed bodies. Twin-Ignition. Synchro-Shift silent gear selection. Silent Second. Synchro-Shift Free-Wheeling. Aluminum alloy (Bolinalite) pistons and connecting rods.

This reads like a catalog of all the excellence any motor car could possibly have in its make-up. Probably nothing would please the Nash dealer more than to have you the judge.

NEW NASH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Engine Type</th>
<th>Wheelbase</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIG SIX</td>
<td>6-cylinder</td>
<td>120&quot;</td>
<td>$2,777 to $3,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDARD EIGHT</td>
<td>8-cylinder</td>
<td>122&quot;</td>
<td>$2,965 to $3,495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIAL EIGHT</td>
<td>8-cylinder</td>
<td>122&quot;</td>
<td>$3,125 to $3,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVANCED EIGHT</td>
<td>8-cylinder</td>
<td>122&quot;</td>
<td>$3,090 to $3,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBASSADOR EIGHT</td>
<td>8-cylinder</td>
<td>122&quot;</td>
<td>$3,685 to $4,255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Prices f. o. b. Factory
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WHO IS WHO IN HOUSE & GARDEN

Graceland Hutchins, with her partner, Rebecca Dunphy, created the clever slip covers on pages 52 and 53 for House & Garden. When not beautifying yacht interiors this firm devotes itself largely to "budget" decorating. The Bar Harbor Club is one of their achievements.

For the past 14 years Harry Richardson's renderings of interiors have added to the pictorial value of House & Garden. An able designer as well as delineator, his efforts have been turned to such varied products as wall papers, clocks, paper napkins and thermometers.

A versatile talent that handles the provincial homespun and the sophisticated damask with equal effectiveness distinguishes the work of Mrs. Elizabeth Peacock, decorator. Her own apartment, shown on pages 56 and 57, reveals her preference for subtle, pastel color in decoration.
When yellow supplements the red

From the Acacia's flower-like yellow flowers and finely cut foliage the flame red blossoms of Clivia sweep out and down in a bold cascade accented by the large, deep green leaves. This arrangement by Mrs. Cary was a prize-winner at the International Flower Show last March. Other groupings by the author are shown opposite.
Fire tones in flowers
will cheer the coming guest

By Katharine T. Cary

A chance remark from a fellow exhibitor that “if men are to judge this show we’d better make a red Flower Arrangement” started these thoughts on the effect of color as a stimulant, for I found that the thermal (warming) colors—red, yellow and orange—had a strong effect on both men and women.

Everyone acknowledges nowadays, I believe, that color exerts an immense influence upon health in all its phases. During the past two years of depression we have noticed that luncheon and dinner parties (or even plain nights at home) went off better if red, orange or yellow flowers were used for table decorations. The mental stimulus was so marked that I looked for its cause in some medical books on color therapeutics, and found my observations were substantiated by physicians and directors of various institutions, who wrote of hundreds of experiments with patients who were helped by the use of color.

Whether these cases relapsed after being removed from the colors with which they were tested none of the medical books related, nor do I know the after effects upon my own guests when they tumbled into bed in their own homes after my red and orange dinner parties. Did they toss all night, as from an overdose of caffeine, or was there a soporific reaction? I do know that during the hours of red stimulant they were much nicer to talk to and be with, and all of them are still alive today.

Red is the color of the center of fire, in reality and poetry.

It stimulates, warms and animates, because it really increases the activity of the arterial blood. Yellow, which suggests the luminosity of the sun and the heart of a flower, acts principally upon the nerves. Orange, being a combination of red and yellow, acts upon both nerves and blood. Blue, which is not a thermal color, gives a feeling of coolness and soothing, and for this reason is used to tone down the other colors. It suggests still shadows and quiet pools, with the peace of mind which goes with them.

The three flower arrangements here given are attempts to illustrate the use of red and yellow. The large illustration of Acacias and Clivia is placed in a salmony-orange Italian glass vase. Clivia, so named in honor of the Duchess of Northumberland (the Clive family), is the Kafir Lily, and is a South African herb with fleshy roots. The leaves are long, thick and deep-green—and both flowers and leaves last a long time in water, as the buds constantly open and provide a good succession of bloom.

The still life at the bottom of this page was of a more exciting color than any camera could capture. The flowers are St. Brigid Anemones, with the purple leaved Berberis verruculosa (native of West China) in the background, and purple and yellow Pansies at the sides, while in the center of the bronze bowl are bright red and mahogany Madam Perret Pansies to tie the scheme together. The beads are oriental orange and red amber, and the whole is placed on a brilliant red velvet table cover.

The arrangement of intense red and yellow Tulips with sprays of Beloperone guttata is placed in an old Chinese pewter vase. The long black anthers of the Tulips give the effect of strong black dots in the center of each blossom. Beloperone is merely put in to give height to the composition—which the Tulips need.

It is to be hoped that the reader will not become overstimulated by these three illustrations of thermal colors. If so, a perfect antidote will be found by looking out of the window at a blue sky or a green field, thereby returning to a normal state at once. It is my desire, however, to tempt many to “see red” with me, for in red one may find the stimulant which gives refreshment!
Dressing a country house with cool color schemes

CHOCOLATE, WHITE AND BLUE

BLUE, WHITE AND RED

SCARLET AND DELPHINIUM BLUE
A chocolate, white and blue paper inspired the scheme opposite, left; blue linen curtains, beige leather couch. Next, blue and white wall paper, white curtains, scarlet edged, red settee in white toweling, blue Organdy table.

Scarlet moire curtains faced in blue are brilliant against the cool delphinium blue walls in the living room at the bottom, opposite. The 19th Century gros point rug is in natural colors; 18th Century Italian furniture.

White paper, emerald border, green trim and spread, yellow curtains, green border; Aubusson rug in browns, chartreuse and green. These rooms near Cincinnati were decorated by Urban Morgan & Charles Seyffer.
With the garden maniacs

Many people not directly interested in gardening are apt to look upon this innocent diversion as a mild species of mania and its followers as maniacs—harmless, to be sure, but maniacs nevertheless.

They watch the innocent faith with which these gardeners plant seeds and bulbs. They listen to their rhapsodizing over horticultural accomplishments. They see them slave from sun-up to sun-down in all kinds of weather, battling against all manner of pests and diseases. They hear of them paying prodigious sums for fertilizers which they promptly bury in the ground. They see them frantically working at flower shows and submitting to endless talks at garden club meetings with the patience of saints. Outsiders, contemplating these garden maniacs, are apt—and justly—to ask, "Who's looney now?"

Our madness begins with our sublime faith in things coming up. We place bulbs and seeds in the ground, sound and unshaken in the belief that they all will germinate and flower, that, by some miracle, moles and mice will avoid them and their young growth be spurned by disease spores that assault the roots. We believe we bet on sure-things. Now betting on a sure-thing is always a form of madness. It is also no sport.

After several years of gardening, anyone will acknowledge that it is not a sure-thing bet. Trees are apt to leaf out with regularity. Bushes seem to defy the fates and bloom at an appointed season. But perennials and bulbs have a way of disappearing that should shake the faith of the most ardent gardener. Yet we go on believing and planting and planting and believing!

People today are searching for a sure and certain investment for their time, money and effort. They hope for dividends. Gardening pays dividends, but not always in the way one expects. Only a superman could definitely be able to say which is the surer of paying—any one of a dozen kinds of bulbs and plants or a bale of any one of the investment trust stocks. It may be this uncertainty that adds to the general madness of gardeners, but surely their madness is no greater than that which is indicated by the sublime faith of other types of maniacs.

There is another quaint notion that indicates madness in gardeners: the belief that the act of gardening will fill them with heavenly and beautiful thoughts. Once on a day I, too, believed this. I believed that as I gardened the sublime harmonies of Nature would engulf me and awaken noble sentiments and I would go indoors at night and set down these thoughts in inspired words for all and sundry to read. Quite the opposite happened. Though my hands would be busy all day long, from the neck up I was completely blah! No thoughts came. No noble sentiments surged through me. By night-fall I was merely very tired and very dirty.

Many people in these depressing times say that they mustn't think. Permit me to recommend gardening to them. Through this diversion of the harmlessly mad they can enter and remain in a state of complete and comprehensive cerebral inertia.

Another indication of madness in gardeners is that they are afflicted with a strange jealousy. One might think that their mutual interest in horticulture would place them all on the same footing and assure a camaraderie between classes. This usually happens when a group of people are devoted to the same interests. Not gardeners. Let a lucky fellow grow a Helianthus annuus or a tulip and better than his neighbor's Helianthus annuus or tulip and the war is on. Let even a Dalia surpass in size his neighbor's, or an ear of corn, and he is set up so far above his fellow as to be untouchable.

No greater snobs exist than those very learned gardeners who come to visit your humble yard and refer to every plant by its botanical name. You may have been proud of your Fine Gum Tree and enjoyed its embracing shade on hot days, but there'll be blood in your eye when a visitor dismisses it casually as Liquidambar styraciflua. Most of us gardeners know all the arguments in defense of botanical names and yet we are just sentimental enough to call Arums "Ladies and Gentlemen", and Viburnums "Snowballs", and Nigella "Love-in-a-Mist".

Someone has said, "There is a pleasure in being mad which none but madmen know." That pleasure, at least, the gardener possesses. Nor can he or she be expected to explain it. It can only be derived by indulging in the same madness. No amount of imagination or poetic imagery can convey the happiness experienced by those tired and dirt-soiled garden maniacs when they stand before the flower or the tree or bush their labors have brought to ultimate fruition.

It is a complete severance from the delights of all other worlds and from the allure thereof. It has a way of making them humble although they may appear inordinately proud. It makes them silent although they should be shouting. It casts over them a sort of nostalgia, an unutterable homesickness for some far place beyond their comprehension and yet not beyond desire.

Behold them then, these madmen, with the perfect Egg-plants in their hands! Or the perfect Rose. Or the stalk of Larkspur towering above their heads. In such an hour they attain a flowery Nirvana that puts them beyond the worries which assault the rest of us. They have shaken off the bonds of a world that was never worth the winning anyhow. And in their presence, how small seem those of us who cannot enjoy their madness!

—Richardson Wright
Reeds and rushes by the waterside

Beside and upon still waters the landscape creator finds one of his great opportunities. Here may be grown many decorative plants possible nowhere else—Rushes in variety, Reeds, Arrowheads, Cattails, Water Poppies and Waterlilies and, on the moist margin, the unforgettable flame of Cardinalflower.
Lime-driz (above) is a cooling draught of shaded green stripes on an icy-sheened, satiny fabric. Marshall Field. To be topped off with a frothy trimming of beige silk and frigt tassels.

A Bank Bow for the Biedermeier contingent, right. Tête de neige, thin, pebbly silk (Glenrose Co.) with two rows of plaid ruffles in brown, red, green, blue and yellow.

Crème de coco (lower left) is a smooth concoction of creamy satin (Schumacher) and brown lace—an ensemble of chair covering and curtains with lace borders and piping.

Directly below is Manhattan Cocktail, a chair covering with a smart modern flavor. It is made of a handwoven, heavily corded, white cotton, applied diagonally. Jones & Erwin.
Refreshments for chairs—
House & Garden offers seven potent recipes for slip-covers

A SOUCH HIGHBALL of tan and yellow plaid cotton (Thibaut) has had an exhilarating effect on a little country cousin of the chair family, above. Striped tape is the trimming.

RUM is a sailor’s drink—heigh-ho for red ropes on white chintz (left). Jones & Erwin. Red binding has been used to trim the seams and thick red cord coils about the bottom.

CHAMPAGNE, below, is of French vintage. White bowknot motif on beige damask. Johnson & Faulkner. These designs by Grace Hutchins and Rebecca Tompion Dunphy.
Iron unbends to grace garden or lawn

A iron bamboo umbrella shades the Colwell iron furniture. The cobalt blue Chippendale chaise longue is cushioned in white leather, bound in blue. Behind is an 18th-century white bench. From the Ehrlich Galleries. Blue pottery elephants make striking tables. Japanese Fan Co.
Green, red and black plaid covers the Simmons glider above, painted green. Altman's, Tray-top table, Chintz Shop; sloping iron chair, Arden Studios. Firm of Reed matching pieces have green iron frames and oak table top and chair seats rubbed in green. From Altman's

Painted white, the Victorian stand above is charming filled with vivid plants, Chintz Shop. Other terrace accessories are: white iron plant stands, nest of tables holding crystal cocktail set on tile-top tray; green arrow-back chair, and low, white tile-top table. From Mayhew Shop.

The white iron table at right, with its glass top, has a star-shaped shelf for plants. L. D. Ford. On this is a Jean Luce tea set of ivory china with flag decorations in color. Ehrich Galleries. The aluminum armchair, stained blue, has a natural cane seat and back. Arden Studios.
Let the garden at the window
look its best all summer long

By Robert Lemmon

Believe it or not, there is something profoundly potent about that gardening impulse; once thoroughly inoculated, you simply have to obey it. The traditional red flag never aroused its hypothetical bull more surely than does the seed packet its plantsman or plantswoman. I don’t pretend to know the reason—perhaps it is just because there is a bit of the spirit of Aladdin in most of us. Lacking magic lamps to rub, we fall back on sticking tiny hard specks into the soil and watching them grow into great big beautiful plants.

So, in city, village or country, we have the window box, the vest-pocket garden which can work such miracles of face-lifting with almost any kind of house. Small though it be, it accomplishes marvels of beautification. But please don’t call it “chic” or “smart”—it’s entirely too sincere for those habitually affected words.

First, you need a window, to the outer edge of which can be firmly affixed a strong, green or white painted box at least 8” or 10” wide and deep. Let this box’s bottom contain a half-dozen 3½” holes through which excess water can escape. And let it, furthermore, be filled with good, loamy soil enriched with bonemeal.

The plants required may be divided into three general groups: those which trail...
WHERE SPACE IS AMPLE

down over the edges, those upstanding enough to reach a few inches above the top of the box, and those taller growing ones which will form a suitable background for the others. Good combinations for summer and fall are:

For southern and eastern exposures: 1—Geraniums through center from end to end of the box; dwarf blue Lobelia for front edging; Ivy Groundsel \((Senecio)\) to trail over outer edge; Tradescantia for inner edge. 2—Geraniums and Dracaena alternating down the center; dwarf Sweet Alyssum and dwarf blue Lobelia alternating around the edges; Black-eyed Susan \((Thunbergia)\) in front of the Geraniums, trained to hang over front edge; Tradescantia for inner edge. 3—Lantanas through the center; Coleus in front of them; \(Alyssum maritimum\) to trail over outer edge; Pteris Ferns for inner edge.

For northern and western exposures: 1—Fuchsias through center; English Ivy over outer edge; Pteris or Maidenhair Ferns along the inner edge. 2—Flowering Begonias \((fibrous-rooted)\) through center; English Ivy or Ivy Groundsel \((Senecio)\) to trail over outer edge; Tradescantia for inner edge. 3—Rex Begonias through center; \(Vinca alba zonata\) to trail over outer edge; Pteris Ferns for inner edge.

At a first-story window Ampelopsis can sometimes be trained directly up the house wall from the ground to form an interesting combination with some good annual such as Ipomea growing in the box on the outer edge.
The back-road lady of geranium red

In a world of the sort of wooden moldings one finds in any wood-turning shop, I'd passed her house many times driving my roadster to and fro on the back way to the station. I felt I'd like her, because she did live on the back way to the station. She'd chosen to live there. As one might easily have seen, she could have lived on the main road, where the houses were quite grandiose. For her house had nothing of the cheap and tawdry and jerry-built. She had money; when she built that house. That woman had preferred back roads—muddy-in-spring back-roads—but heavenly-in-summer back-roads.

* I also felt I'd like her because she had a passion for geranium red, for so have I—that geranium red that takes the prizes at Horticultural Exhibits of Carnations. It's a red that's made with flake-white and red—not a hot red, but a white red. She had rows of red Geraniums in pots, around the semi-circular low white brick wall.

And then, by luck, as I drove home one sunny morning by her little back-road place, there she was, doing nothing, looking nowhere and making for me the most enthrancing picture—geranium red shoes, a white dress, short and trim, a floppy white hat with a geranium band and lips and nails to match.

I backed my gray roadster to the gate and said "Well—good morning" and she waved a good morning and clanked her four geranium red bone bracelets for good cheer. I asked if I might buy a pair of her flower pots to hang out from my windshield, as they hang flower pots from balconies in Seville. She laughed—"Don't be silly! If you are geranium-hearted get out and come inside." Thus began my visit to this lady of taste and refinement.

The front porch had a red spindle-laced bench, comfortable enough for sunning oneself, against the white plaster porch wall and glistening, as only red can against white, in the sun. Two little red tile lanterns were on either side of the door and the door knocker was of Chinese design—a red Buddha, who thumped his fat stomach as though it had wilted under our hands. Even her red nails didn't save the day. Always I had looked for the red in the other woman, because she did live on the back way to the station. She'd chosen to live there. As one might easily have seen, she could have lived on the main road, where the houses were quite grandiose. For her house had nothing of the cheap and tawdry and jerry-built. She had money; when she built that house. That woman had preferred back roads—muddy-in-spring back-roads—but heavenly-in-summer back-roads.

The little entrance hall had a white painted floor, with many coats of spar varnish to protect it. A ridiculously Victorian wall paper border valance served as a cornice. Flanking the entrance to the living room was a pair of diamond shaped mirrors framed in red, suspended by white watered ribbon. The stairs, which went up from one side, had red bannisters and a polished flat black rail. White watered ribbon. The stairs, which went up from one side, had red bannisters and a polished flat black rail.

I felt I'd like her because she had a passion for geranium red, for so have I—that geranium red that takes the prizes at Horticultural Exhibits of Carnations. It's a red that's made with flake-white and red—not a hot red, but a white red. She had rows of red Geraniums in pots, around the semi-circular low white brick wall.

And then, by luck, as I drove home one sunny morning by her little back-road place, there she was, doing nothing, looking nowhere and making for me the most enthrancing picture—geranium red shoes, a white dress, short and trim, a floppy white hat with a geranium band and lips and nails to match.

I backed my gray roadster to the gate and said "Well—good morning" and she waved a good morning and clanked her four geranium red bone bracelets for good cheer. I asked if I might buy a pair of her flower pots to hang out from my windshield, as they hang flower pots from balconies in Seville. She laughed—"Don't be silly! If you are geranium-hearted get out and come inside." Thus began my visit to this lady of taste and refinement.

The walls were partly whitewashed and partly white wood paneled. Lamps were white with shades she'd made herself, edged with red balled fringe. She didn't mention depression, nor did I; but the evidence of inexperienced handiwork bespoke the sad Fall of 1929.

The walls were partly whitewashed and partly white wood paneled. Lamps were white with shades she'd made herself, edged with red balled fringe. She didn't mention depression, nor did I; but the evidence of inexperienced handiwork bespoke the sad Fall of 1929.

Two built-in bookcases occupied the wall either side of the fireplace, and printed on the backs were the titles—and bless her—in geranium red. "These are cool and pleasant to handle; you know, and sticky fingermarks can be washed off." It was a pleasant thought, as I recalled chocolate cake eating nephews besmearing my own bet sellers and leaving a horrid red behind.

And over the mantel was the link between us, as I found she had done just as I had one long winter in Amsterdam where we both found we had been to school. There it was, a lovely Dutch flower painting, rich and dark with shadowy, indeterminate outline but brought forth into such gayness of life with flower after flower of geranium red. With-out that red—what a dull thing! We put our ten fingers over the twenty red flowers and the bouquet died as though it had wilted under our hands. Even her red nails didn't save the day. Always I had looked for the red in those Dutch bouquets; even pasted bits of paper over copies and then grew to love more than ever that favorite first choice of all childhood—red-red.

Beyond the living room was a small game-room. By one window was a bridge set-up—four Spanish peasant chairs, the kind a fat man can lean back in to laugh at the fat girl's story; and by another window a black and red backgammon set-up—two adorable smallish chairs covered in black chiffon with red buttons and bindings. There they sat, each group inviting one to play at odd moments or for long sessions. The walls (Continued on page 70)
Black and white in the grand manner

Seldom have black and white been used with more brilliant effect than in Mrs. Robert H. McCormick's Chicago dining room. The classic background of white walls, black columns, mirrored dado, and ebony floor is accented by vivid chartreuse curtains and Empire chairs. Elsie Cobb Wilson, decorator
Selected roses and their patrons - By J. H. Nicolas

Would that some superior power might decree a holiday on Hybrid Teas, for then we would see a tremendous progress in Roses. As the situation is now we can't see the forest because of the trees! The so-called novelties of the same type come so fast that we cannot assimilate them and some real good ones are overlooked like the proverbial needle in the haystack.

The French Rose Society has a rule that no Rose can be officially recommended until it has been five years in commerce; it is a standard fixture of the Society's annual meetings to review Roses five years after their dissemination and it is interesting to see how very few survive the probation period. Under that rule we would review the 1927 output, and of the 106 novelties reported by the American Rose Society Annual we find the following really worthwhile; the rest have already fallen by the wayside or are fast headed for the discard:

Hybrid Teas: Chas. P. Kilham, Dame Edith Helen, Director Rubio.
Polyanthas: Golden Salmon.
Climbers: Mme. Grégoire Staechelin. If that wonderful Climbing Rose (the name of which has fortunately been abbreviated by the originator himself to "Staechelin") was the only survivor of the year, 1927 would still go down in history as a great year, a "vintage year".

A few varieties had beautiful flowers, but on miserable plants. Furthermore, because of constitutional defects, addiction to black spot, die-back or uncouth plant habit, they have taxed our patience and are waging a losing fight for a continued popularity which they do not deserve. Among such varieties are Duchess of Atholl, Mari Dot, Mrs. A. R. Barraclough, Lady Margaret Stewart, etc. Cuba and Norman Lambert are flashy, but their flash vanishes as soon as the sun goes up and they present a sad show for the rest of the day. Joyous Cavalier is good but it is mere a shrub than a bush and it is hard to place; it should be used as specimen but does not belong to a Rose bed unless it has the space all to itself in masses to make a low screen; as hedge material the Cavalier has no equal. The rest of the batch are but duplications, most often inferior, of already existing varieties.
If we waive the period of five years and glance at the crop of 1928 (183 new names reported by the American Rose Society) we find some outstanding varieties which will make a long stay with us:

Hybrid Teas: Daily Mail Scented Rose. This would be the most perfect dark red Rose in existence if the plant was more vigorous; it won the $5000 cup for the most scented Rose.

J. C. Thornton. The bloom is not a top-notch, but its production is astonishing and makes it valuable as a red bedder.

Lady Forsetidi. The gold, orange and carmine combination is marvelous, and it would be one of the finest Roses in the world if it had ten petals more.

Mrs. G. A. Van Rossem. I prefer this to Talisman.

Miss Rowena Thom. The best pink of several years.

Margaret McGredy. Which had displaced Cuna, Padre Queen Alexandra and really is a good Rose.

Talisman needs no introduction.

Bengals: Frau Dr. Schricker, a very beautiful self-pink heavily perfumed.

Polyanthas: Brilliant Echo, a dwarf of the Tausendschoen tribe.

Climbers: None worth a mention.

That year was remarkable for the reappearance of the Bengal class, nearly as hardy as Hybrid Perpetuals, always in bloom and perfumed, far better for bedding than the average hybrid tea and of great value in the cold winter regions. Another worthwhile Bengal is Hofgarten Kalb.

The merit of a Rose is not always in direct relation to the noise made by merchants and some of the finest ones remain unknown although superior to blatantly advertised ones.

Were I to plant a Rose garden, it would include the following varieties which I consider indispensable and superior to similar ones now advertised.

White: Clarice Goodacre, Gravji Collombe.

Yellow: Ellen Terry, Lady Craig, Pax Labor, Richard E. West, Souv. de Mme. Beulat.

Copper: Ariel, Mrs. Dunlop Best.

Salmon: Mama Lamesch.

Pink: Anne, Ethol Somerset, Felicité, John Cook, Konigan Carda, Pink Beauty (much better than Radiance), Lady Alice Stanley, perhaps the best of all.

Red: Captain F. Bald, Chas. K. Douglas, Friedericksruh, Hortulanus Budde (perhaps the (Continued on page 72)
In the walled garden of Goethe

When visitors arrive in Frankfurt am Main today they go to see the great German author's 18th Century home as inevitably as, in Paris, they would view the Arc de Triomphe or the Louvre. Here in the garden which is so closely linked with the house is one of the characteristic old stone fountains.
VARDOS' views of Goethe's garden present interesting studies in the combination of different materials. Considerable emphasis, of course, is laid on masonry and stone flagging. The actual soil space here is not great, so recourse has been had to many potted plants such as Hydrangeas and Lilies.
Quiet nooks where the birds of the garden can eat, drink and be merry

The St. Francis feeding stand and fountain, right (both from The Greenwich House Pottery), were designed by Maxine Maxson. The figures are in glazed terra cotta and the birds brightly colored.

The other feeding stations won New York Flower Show prizes. They were entered by Mrs. Roger Fagan, Garden City; Flushing Garden Club; Larchmont Garden Club; Mrs. Carter Loeb.
What's new in building and equipment

ENAMELED STEEL WALL TILE. Styled to meet the present day demand for colorful walls in the home, a tile of enamel fused on steel is a new offering. Soft, delicate pastel shades of several tints have been developed by experienced colorists so that any two will blend harmoniously. For those interested in modern design, glossy black tile in combination with units of gleaming stainless steel are suggested.

Much of the household equipment in modern homes is finished in steel which has a coat of colorful enamel. The same type of steel body, wherein vitreous enamel is fused, is utilized in this product which is recommended for application on side walls. The fact that vitreous enamel and steel possess the same rate of expansion and contraction is cited as a guarantee against cracks, crazes or checks. The smooth, matt finish repels dust and grime.

These tiles may be washed with ordinary soap and water.

A specially grooved foundation board of felted wood fibers is supplied as a base for the tiles. The board may be readily installed by any carpenter over new wood studding or old plastered surfaces, provided they are in good condition. Criss-cross grooves in the foundation sheet receive flanges of tiles and make tiles self-locating. After tiles are cemented in place, the spaces between units may be filled with a special grouting. These tiles are manufactured by the Youngstown Pressed Steel Co. in two standard sizes, four and one-half inches square and three by six inches rectangular, with special shapes to complete a job. The thermal insulation board on which the tiles are mounted is said to reduce condensation on walls and make rooms more comfortable during winter.

HOUSEHOLD VENTILATOR. Pull off the hot blanket of depressing air in the attic of the house just above the sleeping rooms with a ventilator fan, we are told, and the bedrooms will be cooled on the most torrid summer nights. A 12 inch diameter fan which occupies but a foot or two of space in the attic may be built into an existing dormer or gable window, or placed behind a small screened and louvered opening. The fan, a product of the Ilg Electric Ventilating Co., is said to work quietly and efficiently and operating costs are but a few cents a day.

A compact humidifier unit, made by the same company, has a water receptacle for a base, while the top portion houses a series of absorbent plates or pads which are kept wet by capillary action. The amount of wet surface exposed to the air is thereby multiplied many times, greatly increasing evaporation. During winter months, when heating plant is in operation and air in the house is dry, this unit may be filled with water and an ordinary electric fan set to blow through it, so moistening the air. This unit is made in three sizes to correspond with standard fans. Evaporating capacity ranges from 12 to 60 quarts of water in 24 hours, depending upon the size of the unit.

OIL BURNING BOILER. Built exclusively for oil burning, a cast iron boiler has just been placed on the market which, we are told, offers all the advantages of this modern fuel with maximum economy when equipped with any good standard make oil burner of proper size. Both gun type and rotary oil burners operate with equal effectiveness in the boiler. Without opening the fire door, performance of the oil burner may be observed through a special observation port.

The combustion chamber is designed and proportioned to provide for complete combustion of oil and maximum absorption of the radiant heat generated by the burning fuel. Hot gases from the flame are required to travel back and forth through flue passages and around water portions until the fullest amount of heat has been extracted.

Stack control mechanism is located in the lower flue gallery, providing almost instantaneous response and ensuring absolute safety of operation. Exterior metal jacket, finished in chrome green, is a scientific heat insulator of the finest type. Lined with improved "asbestocel," one and one-quarter inches thick, it is scientifically calculated to minimize radiation heat losses.

The boiler is manufactured by the American Radiator Co. in four sizes, for both steam and hot water heating systems. Interchangeable front and rear frames accommodate any type of oil burner which is to be installed. A special tapping provides connection to hot water heater.

IMPROVED WALL BOARDS. A light weight fiber wall board, said to be sufficiently fireproofed to check and hold fire within the confines of the area it encloses, is one of several products recently offered for the use of builders and home modernizers. When applied in conjunction with the fireproof cement provided as a joint filler, the resulting smooth wall and ceiling surfaces may be finished with wall paper, paint or plastic finish. A second new insulating wall board has contrasting surface finishes on opposite sides. The natural, mottle pattern of one is admirable for places where the board is to be left in its natural state. Opposite is a smooth matt surface intended to provide a suitable base for sizing and paint in rooms to be decorated. Standard thickness of boards is five-sixteenths of an inch, the width four feet, while stock lengths range from seven to 12 feet, according to the announcement of the Insulite Co., the manufacturers.

For protection against plaster cracks, a fiber board lath measuring 24 inches by 48 inches is offered by the same company. A metal fabric (Continued on page 66)
Awnings adventure into new designs and vivid colors

When summer’s sun grows more insistent, and flower-scented breezes blow through open windows, there comes the urge to put the country house into its coolest, freshest garb. Airy curtains, bright slip covers and wicker furniture make their appearance and in a twinkling the interior of the house is in tune with the season. Outside, also, there should be a festive air of summer and in this connection don’t overlook the decorative value of brilliant awnings, their immense capacity for brightening up a weatherbeaten house.

The awning designs shown on this page by Laurence J. Colwell illustrate a number of bright new ways of treating this practical summer accessory. Color, of course, is most important when considering awnings, and 1932 brings a grand array of brilliant shades to choose from, some of which are shown on the opposite page. The conventional plain and striped awnings are always good, but why not use a little imagination on the outside of the house and make your awnings as interesting and individual as your curtains? The designs sketched on this page are simple and easy to accomplish, while opposite are a number of fabrics to show the very latest color combinations.

1. Heavy white cotton bullion fringe is gay and new on an awning of brilliant red or green tinted duck. It can, of course, be done in any number of color combinations and the simplicity of the design makes it adaptable for town or country use.

2. Vertical striped awning material here used horizontally, giving an interesting modern effect. Either of the narrow striped fabrics opposite would be effective hung in this manner.

3. The vivid red and white striped awning duck shown opposite is seamed to form this smart chevron design—a newer and more striking use than when the stripes are run vertically.

4. Where a plain awning in some vivid color is needed, (Continued on page 70)
The color scheme of this room was inspired by the blues and pale purples of Delphinium. Deep blue walls, lavender ceiling, and a floor in eggplant color linoleum with foci of bright green comprise the background. Leaf sprays made of Amaglypta, painted white, are effective against blue walls. Columns concealing lights are white marbleized in blue. White chairs have seats in quince-green cor-dury. Empire Exchange, decorators.

Next month—The master's bedroom for $500.
$600 decorates a summer dining room

Experience in budgeting costs and planning the decoration of the living room in the cottage willed us by old Carte Blanche, as described in last month's installment of this little story, enabled us to go about the rehabilitation of the dining room in a fairly efficient manner.

The original idea of having this a rather severe modern room we decided to modify in favor of gaining more warmth and pattern, for with the upper story quite bare, and liable to remain that way for some time to come, a more finished first floor seemed called for. We made it a point, however, to create a background that would be equally good with a modern scheme, if in the future we decided to make the change. The color scheme for the dining room was inspired by the soft blues and pale purples of Delphiniums.

Beginning the work of decoration, we removed all moldings, window trim and baseboards. Walls were then plastered to a smooth, even surface. After considerable study we selected a deep delphinium blue for the walls. This color was applied and finished to a glass-like sheen. A soft lavender suggested itself for the ceiling and proved a happy thought.

In the doors were set mirror panels finished with narrow moldings painted a flat white; sides, top and bottoms of the doors were painted the wall color. As both doors are of the swinging type, they have narrow blue glass push-plates instead of knobs. Muntins and trim on the two French windows are flat white, as also is the narrow cove molding that takes the place of a baseboard.

We cast about for some inexpensive decorative feature to relieve the walls and decided to make use of Anaglypta, a pressed composition which comes in many shapes and forms. A leaf form of this substance was worked into tall sprays to flank doors and windows, as shown in the drawings. In the wall between the mirrored doors we hung an unframed circular mirror seemingly supported by a spray of Anaglypta. These leaf ornaments were painted flat white to match window trim and base molding.

For furniture we obtained a round pedestal table 48 inches in diameter and eight Directoire chairs. As the table will only seat six, we had made a top of greater size that takes the place of the regular one for large dinner parties. The richness of dull white trim and decoration against the delphinium blue walls gave us the cue for the color of the chairs. As a new color note, we upholstered the seats in quince green corduroy. The table was marbleized deep blue on a white ground.

Coming to the matter of consoles and lighting fixtures, we found that the budget was getting alarmingly low. So we drew upon our ingenuity to spare the treasury, and are exceedingly proud of the result. The smart consoles are nothing more than shelves set into the wall and held by small brackets. Plaster and paint made these shelves look exactly like the walls. Rather than leave them hanging in mid-air, we painted sweeping curves on the wall to look like supports.

For lighting fixtures we obtained four wood porch columns, sawed a bit off each top so they were the height of doors and windows, and inserted lighting fixtures and reflectors in the tops. These diffuse a soft mellow glow over the entire room. The columns were marbleized blue and white to match the table.

We purposely kept the treatment of the floor and the window curtains till last to see how much additional strain the budget would hold up under. Luckily we found it adequate for our desires. As the applied ornament at either side of the window takes the place of over-hangings, the only curtains used were short silk curtains in quince green made to cover one-third the window height. These swing on rods from each side. The linoleum was patterned as shown in the drawing, with central circular portion. (Continued on page 70)
As though direct from France comes this Long Island garden to take the year's gold medal.

The estate of Mr. and Mrs. C. F. McCann at Oyster Bay contains several gardens, all of them laid out in the French manner. Treillage forms the background for one part, another is a walled entrance court with its pool and terminal statue and still a third is a formal garden reached by the wide steps pictured here. It was designed by Annette Hoyt Flanders to whom was awarded the gold medal of the American Society of Landscape Architects. Drawings by Joseph B. Platt.
Hobcaw Barony of the Carolinas

By George H. Allen

The urge to adventure down to Virginia and the Carolinas no doubt has laid its hold upon all of us, at one time or another in the course of a Northern winter. Whether it be merely a desire to enjoy life in its mild and complaisant state; to attend the three-day Blossom Festival at Winchester, where the inhabitants for miles around foregather to greet the spring through a dreamy applejack haze; or a wish once again to doze under the Wisteria and Magnolia on the verandah of that beautiful pension, The Villa Maruerita on the Battery in Charleston; it all goes back to the fact that the glamour of the Old South still lives.

As far as the Social Register is concerned, the Middle South means nothing more than White Sulphur, where white ties are de rigueur, or Hot Springs, where the little traps and four-seaters outnumber the autos. The horse crowd congregates in Aiken; here the loyal subjects of the hunt lead off in green riding habits, while those who take their pleasure by proxy stand about in gossiping groups. Leaving Aiken, the tone tapers off almost immediately as you find that in the nearby towns and villages, cottage life plays an important part in the social activities of each community.

Far out on the Eastern shore of South Carolina, smack on the edge of the Atlantic and miles from everywhere is situated the small and very unobtrusive hamlet of Georgetown, reached only by shell or gravel roads. The local Rotarians will tell you that the place boasts of more than 1000 souls, but it can be more aptly described as a typical, sleepy, Southern town where all work ceases promptly at 4 P.M. when everyone partakes of Coca-Cola. It is not many miles away from this isolated little town, on an island only to be visited by boat, that Bernard M. Baruch, New York financier, has built his winter residence. Nestling in a grove of oak trees on a bluff overlooking Winyah Bay, it exudes peace and contentment, with the native Azaleas adding a broad dash of blinding color against the leafy background of the green foliage. The island is part of Mr. Baruch's extensive holdings in this section and was formerly part of Hobcaw Barony, an original land grant from a King of England. Adding to the island's historical interest are the remains of an old English fort which was used about 1620, but long since has fallen into ruin.

An old white farmhouse once occupied the site of the present residence. It was one of these homely and rambling places that conjure up such gastronomic dreams as Virginia hams, candied apples and Southern waffles. The closing chapter of this structure came in the form of a fire that burned it to the ground. As far as Mr. Baruch was concerned, he had no intention of rebuilding, but his friends proved too much for him. They refused to consider missing (Continued on page 78)
Mr. Baruch's North Carolina home follows the manner of the South in design. Because of its isolated location, particular emphasis was laid on fireproof construction. Lafaye & Lafaye, architects; Mrs. Ruth Fleischmann, decorator.

The splendid old Oaks surrounding the house appear to have only grudgingly made way for paths and drives. In some places, branches join across a drive to form a canopy that leaves barely sufficient space for the height of an automobile.
Nine gates provide entrance to gardens done in divers ways

For a stone walled garden, as at Naramake Farm in South Norwalk, Conn., the timber gate is appropriate. Other examples on the same estate are the double driveway gate and the narrow one with the jar beside it, on this page. L. Lundquist, landscape architect. Frank J. Forster, architect. On the opposite page, the gate arched in brick is a solution for the high cement wall, while a suggestion of Old England clings to one marking a break in the stone wall leading to the woods.

Pure Colonial, with all the charm which the words imply, is the little gate under the Quince tree on this page. It is at the home of Mrs. A. W. Putnam, Rye, N. Y. The stone arched gate, with its vista of Tulips and flanking, is in the garden of Mrs. Robert C. Hill, Palisades, N. Y. Marian C. Coffin, landscape architect. In the center of the opposite page is a white design of unusual interest, and below it the gate in the Italian garden of Charles B. Dana, Tokeneke, Conn.
M. E. McElwee

MANNER

ARCHED IN BRICK

THROUGH THE HIGH WALL

La Roche

THE ENGLISH MANNER

ESTATE ENTRANCE GATE
A variety of pursuits suggested the arrangement of the living room furniture in the New York apartment of Mrs. Elizabeth Peacock. The floor plan opposite reveals a music corner, fireplace group, writing unit, and corner arranged for conversation. An old Aubusson rug in turquoise, rose, beige and green establishes the color scheme of the walls, curtains and furniture upholstery. Mrs. Peacock, decorator.
A decorator's home fits
the corner to the mood

White monkeys upon the silver-papered foyer walls (right, above) greet arriving guests. Fantastic tropical fruits and flowers in pastel shades complete the exotic effect, and mirrored doors create an illusion of space. Herbert Fauns, artist

A painted mirror on which the French court watches a balloon ascension is a whimsical note on the guest room dressing table, above. Taffeta skirts of the table in the master bedroom (right) repeat the tea rose of the walls in darker tone.
A little nursery for choice young plants

The imperishable gift which the late Dr. Wilson of the Arnold Arboretum has left the gardening public of America is, more than anything else, a new sense of values in plant material. No longer are we content to grow old and outworn varieties, having seen or heard described the many new and exotic varieties which in time are destined to replace the old. There is, however, a serious difficulty in the way of such an immediate transformation and that is, that these garden aristocrats are for the most part still rare and not easily to be obtained. Moreover, even when obtainable, the prices necessarily demanded by nurseries are often beyond the reach of deflated purses.

When the demand for better things (horticulturally speaking) has grown larger prices will be very much more reasonable and the supply adequate. For the present, however, a suggestion might be in order whereby with very modest expense the garden enthusiast may plant most of the desired types.

Why not start a little nursery of your own where youngsters of these choice kinds can be grown along? Most of these desirable types of trees and shrubs are grafted or budded and during the year following this process require expert care and attention, but once they have spent one winter outdoors they may be confidently purchased and planted by the amateur. They will range in height perhaps from six or eight inches for a young Koster or a Moorheim Spruce, up to as much as fifteen or eighteen inches for the quicker growing grafted Japanese Maples; but if a small plot of garden ground be set aside and the yearling grafts with their little balls of burlapped earth be placed a foot or two apart in rows, there is nothing simpler than watching them during the next few years grow into splendid and very valuable specimens which, of course, may be finally set out to achieve landscape effects about the grounds.

The care required is not at all onerous, since for the most part these aristocrats are aristocrats by right of their gentle, tolerant natures as well as on account of their beauty. Ordinary flower garden cultivation is all that is required. However, it must be understood that there are quite definite exceptions to such a rule: Rhododendrons and Azaleas require acid soil whether they be young plants or large specimens.

For simplicity's sake, let us imagine twenty-five specimens to be grown in the very modest private nursery. Let us put them in rows about three feet apart and set the plants one and a half feet apart in the row. For even development on all sides of the plant, it might be best to have the rows run north and south, although this is a very minor point. Since only two or three of each variety are desired in such a small planting, let us have short rows—say six feet long. Thus six rows will be needed, each containing four plants on an average. The space required will be eighteen by six—a plot readily available on the smallest grounds. Such an arrangement is a liberal one, designed to provide room for four years' growth at least.

To start with the spring—a natural enough thing in a garden—we nominate the Magnolias with their gorgeous show of pearl-like beauty on the naked branches of winter. Such types as Soulangiana, Lannei and Stellata are really practical subjects and charming bloomers. They are quite hardy. If a line be drawn from Cincinnati, Ohio, to Westchester County, New York, and thence up the coast it will indicate their northern boundary of satisfactory growth. North of this line a matter of fifty or one hundred miles they succeed in fairly (Continued on page 74)
Bumper crop of early June ideas for the garden

Notturno is so right as white for gardens this summer. This iron table with dark blue band (Hammacher Schlemmer) holds pitcher, glasses and jar of brilliantly striped stoneware. Mary Ryan

SMART magazines are wheeled into the garden in this Directorare iron Canterbury. Trellis section is painted brown and gold backed with a green panel. The top opens to form leaves. Averell House

Gather your posies in Mexican baskets decorated in vivid red and green bands. Officette Follies. The English wheelbarrow with its comfortable crooked handle is of unstripped willow. From Alice Marks

LATEST pieces to brave the elements are a green aluminum chair, with back and seat of laced rawhide and an iron and glass table. Arden Studios. White and gold tole magazine rack. Lord & Taylor

The big three of garden tools—harrow, trowel and dibble—of shining brass with black handles curved to the hand. New seed record sticks have paper cylinders in protecting glass tubes. Max Schling

Tea-time on a terrace and this long chair of slender white iron with cushions covered in a gay print of white horses on a navy ground. Hammacher Schlemmer. White metal muffin stand, Mayhew Shop

Singly, as borders, or arranged as stars or in other geometric designs, these diamond-shaped terra cotta flower pots suggest the lovely potted gardens so typical of Italian terraces. From Carlone

Wire birds choose these modern houses of shiny, varnished straw, which may be suspended from the tree or attached. Lewis & Conger. The tiny wren house at the top is gray pottery. Arden Studios

Write one of these folding cots for chap-eron, you can do your sun-worshipping in perfect safety. Of gay striped canvas, open at the top, it is light and easy to carry about and adjust. Arden Studios
As evidence of how gracefully a small house may be made to grow, we present the case of this little New Jersey cottage whose design was derived from the Dutch. The lower photograph shows the original house. Blacked-in partitions on the plans also represent the original structure; cross hatched partitions denote the new work.

plans reveal how the architect solved the problem of providing another master’s room and bath, a maid’s room and a larger garage. By good use of materials and attention to detail the addition was successfully carried out in the style of the original. The home of Dr. E. F. Huss, Summit, N. J. D. Wentworth Wright, architect.

The addition of a small wing makes a new home.
Lead again comes into the garden

No matter how well and carefully designed a garden pool may be, the risk of its developing cracks and other defects that will necessitate constant attention and expense is always great. From excavating, through reinforcing, concreting and finishing, each operation allows opportunity for trouble. Even after a pool is successfully completed there is always chance of erosion of sand about foundations from heavy rains, with consequent settling and cracking of concrete. The action of frost, too, is an uncertain factor.

There is a sure solution to these problems, however, and it is a simple one. Indeed, when we consider that lead has been used for fountains, garden ornaments and even piping during some two thousand years, the really remarkable fact is that this material was not thought of for lining pools and other naturalistic garden water features previously. Today we seem to have just awakened to lead as a means of creating for permanence at low cost.

As is well illustrated by the two photographs on this page, even the most naturalistic of water features offers no obstacle to a lead base. Both spring and brook at the right, and the brook below, which is the outlet for the same spring, are completely lead lined. The brook is 150 feet long and varies in depth, as a natural one would.

A lead lining for a contemplated water course can be put in place without previously being excavated for—it is set down in sheets and then soldered together and the edges turned up—a simple matter at any time; in fact the entire contour can readily be reshaped, if desired. Repairs are easily made, and at little expense. The diaphragm of lead is invisible and the dark tone that it gives the water helps carry out the illusion of naturalness.

From every practical point of view lead is the ideal foundation for water in the garden. If desirable, the usual detailed designing on paper can be almost entirely done away with. Rough plans made up in the field by a landscape architect will usually prove sufficient for putting together the lead lining in rough fashion. The real designing can be done on the spot with the actual materials, rather than on paper from an idea that often is found impractical.

By Francis Howard

The photographs on this page present two views of the lead lined spring and brook on the estate of F. C. Lebuscher near Montclair, N. J. Cross-sections at the margins of garden pools show how lead linings may be concealed at a pool's edge. Approximate measurements indicate the usual proportions.

From the Howard Studios, Inc.
Guide-marks and way-signals reflect the taste of an estate or community

The fact that roadside markers, estate signs and traffic signals must be practical and able to withstand the elements is no reason why they cannot also be attractive. The idea that passing motorists gain of a community is bound to be colored by favorable or adverse impressions left by these features. For this reason, alone, town fathers and estate owners should carefully select the types to be put into use.

More in the nature of suggestions than examples to be actually followed are the designs shown on these pages, although each is practical for the placing illustrated. Mr. Chester B. Price, the designer, advocates the use of metal wherever possible. Standards and supports of wrought or cast iron with inserts of sheet metal on which lettering is painted, or cut through if the sign is to be seen from only one side, are his recommendation.

At the left is a cast iron traffic signal which also tells the way to important points. Note that light shines directly on the guides. The sign at the left, below, may either be illuminated from concealed lights in the hood or by lights inside it picking out cut letters.

The selection of estate markers gives wide variety of choice. These are self explanatory, as is the community notice to be attached to a wall or building. The traffic signal for mounting on a "safety island" at a street intersection follows the same principle as the hanging type shown at the left.
The battle of Great Falls fought here May 24, 1814.

20 MILES TO ST. LOUIS

GREAT FALLS
Founded A.D. 1876
by Lewis & Clark
Population 7293

20 MILES TO ST. LOUIS
SUNDAY

First Week: Misty and cool, with low clouds trailing slowly across the hills.

Second Week: Perfect early summer weather, a world full of bird songs and flowers.

Third Week: Hot and dry and, at the close, an eaterly storm.

Fourth Week: Clear, fresh and braze after the rain.

TUESDAY

1. Practically all summer flowers and vegetables grown in a garden should be thinned out to allow more room for the matured plants. Use one manure fork to make sure that plants are spaced equally and not too close together. Look for plants that are not growing well and replant them as soon as possible.

2. Annuals, the bare-rooted kind, should be planted this week. Prior to planting, place the roots in water to encourage formation of new roots and long roots. Be sure that the roots are not too long, and that the root ball is not too small or too large to fit the soil.

3. The time to plant seeds that has been sowed in pots indoors is the first of the year. Seed some water to encourage formation of new roots and long roots. This watering will ensure that the seedlings will grow quickly and efficiently. Use a special soil mix for this purpose.

4. All sorts, from fruits and vegetables, are benefited by being started by seeds or seeds in pots. Once these plants are well started, they can be transplanted to the garden. Consider this time to do your planting, as this is the best time to start them, which leads to a better yield of the plants.

FRIDAY

1. A good rule is to keep your garden neat and tidy. This will help prevent the spread of disease and pests. Keep the garden free of weeds and debris.

2. The time to plant seeds that has been sowed in pots indoors is the first of the year. Seed some water to encourage formation of new roots and long roots. This watering will ensure that the seedlings will grow quickly and efficiently. Use a special soil mix for this purpose.

3. All sorts, from fruits and vegetables, are benefited by being started by seeds or seeds in pots. Once these plants are well started, they can be transplanted to the garden. Consider this time to do your planting, as this is the best time to start them, which leads to a better yield of the plants.

4. A good rule is to keep your garden neat and tidy. This will help prevent the spread of disease and pests. Keep the garden free of weeds and debris.

NEW MOON, 4th day, morning. E.

FIRST QUARTER, 11th day, evening. N.

FULL MOON, 18th day, morning, W.

LAST QUARTER, 25th day, evening, W.

OLD DOC LEMMON FINDS REAL VALUE IN MEADOW LANDS

"There's them that says as meddler-lad ain't worth nothin' much less it's plowed up an' sowed to some vittles like corn or cauliflower or onions, but to my way o' thinkin' such folks is plum wrong. Nor I ain't meanin' thot the hay ye can git off'n a meddler is the thing, but the bigger the better. A meddler is a thing that helps make the biggest value is in ways that don't show up on the surface. It's not the quantity of the harvest, but the quality that counts.

"There's those that thinks as meddler-lad ain't worth nothin' much less it's plowed up an' sowed to some vittles like corn or cauliflower or onions, but to my way o' thinkin' such folks is plum wrong. Nor I ain't meanin' thot the hay ye can git off'n a meddler is the thing, but the bigger the better. A meddler is a thing that helps make the biggest value is in ways that don't show up on the surface. It's not the quantity of the harvest, but the quality that counts.

"There's those that thinks as meddler-lad ain't worth nothin' much less it's plowed up an' sowed to some vittles like corn or cauliflower or onions, but to my way o' thinkin' such folks is plum wrong. Nor I ain't meanin' thot the hay ye can git off'n a meddler is the thing, but the bigger the better. A meddler is a thing that helps make the biggest value is in ways that don't show up on the surface. It's not the quantity of the harvest, but the quality that counts.

"There's them that says as meddler-lad ain't worth nothin' much less it's plowed up an' sowed to some vittles like corn or cauliflower or onions, but to my way o' thinkin' such folks is plum wrong. Nor I ain't meanin' thot the hay ye can git off'n a meddler is the thing, but the bigger the better. A meddler is a thing that helps make the biggest value is in ways that don't show up on the surface. It's not the quantity of the harvest, but the quality that counts.
Soup with all the famous tonic goodness of celery!

21 kinds to choose from...
Asparagus
Bean
Beef
Bouillon
Celery
Chicken
Chicken-Gumbo
Clam Chowder
Consomme
Julienne
Mock Turtle
Mulligatawny
Mutton
Ox Tail
Pea
Pepper Pot
Printanier
Tomato
Tomato-Okra
Vegetable
Vegetable-Beef
Vermicelli-Tomato

Celery Soup inspired with the genius of the most celebrated French soup chefs! Not only the delicate, ingratiating savor and flavor of this garden treasure, but also all the deftness and skill of master chefs in its perfect blending.

In the service of Campbell's Celery Soup you have the assurance of a quality and a distinction above all criticism. Crisp, snow-white celery, golden creamery butter, seasoning that adds the final touch of attractive flavor.

A strictly vegetable soup which is often served also as Cream of Celery by adding milk or cream instead of water. Order a supply for your pantry today.

LOOK FOR THE RED-AND-WHITE LABEL

MEAL PLANNING IS EASIER WITH DAILY CHOICES FROM CAMPBELL'S 21 SOUPS
What's new in building and equipment

(continued from page 45)

strip is fastened along two adjacent sides to lap over joints between boards when applied on the wall. A fourth product is a hard board of high tensile strength, golden brown in color, with an ideal surface for decorative stains, adaptable to such uses as wide panels in a wainscot with wood rails and moldings.

 Concealed Bells. Three radically contrasting sound signals are offered for front door, service door and dining-kitchen cells in a compact assembly of door bells and buzzers recently announced. In place of unattractive, straggling lines and noisy bells, pencilled high up on the wall and difficult of access in case of trouble, this equipment is designed to be recessed into the wall, at an easily accessible height. A standard switch or electric outlet cover plate covers the operating parts, while providing an opening through which sounds may come. A metal buzzer plate, finished in black, is set behind the opening to conceal the bell or buzzer.

In the typical household installation recommended by Edwards & Co. Inc., manufacturers, a duplex electric outlet, a bell ringer and the bells and buzzers are assembled in a unit four feet above the floor in a wall of the kitchen or butler's pantry. The concentration of elements in close proximity to an electric outlet effects a marked saving in labor costs that the complete system is said to be little or no more expensive than old and un-sightly methods of bell installation.

Automatic Electric Fountain. As a unique contribution to the charm of a private garden, a new type automatically controlled electric fountain is said to be beyond comparison. By day an attractive water fountain with the appeal of constantly changing, graceful combinations of rising jets and swirling spray, it becomes a night a fascinating spectacle of brilliant color. Using for a background the darkness that volts the natural beauty of its surroundings, the fountain creates a new beauty.

The electric fountain is especially designed by its makers, the General Electric Company, for private and formal gardens. Its nine projectors, a standard switch or electric outlet, is said to be beyond comparison. By day an attractive water fountain with the appeal of constantly changing, graceful combinations of rising jets and swirling spray, it becomes a night a fascinating spectacle of brilliant color. Using for a background the darkness that volts the natural beauty of its surroundings, the fountain creates a new beauty.
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The electric fountain is especially designed by its makers, the General Electric Company, for private and formal gardens. Its nine projectors, a standard switch or electric outlet, is said to be beyond comparison. By day an attractive water fountain with the appeal of constantly changing, graceful combinations of rising jets and swirling spray, it becomes a night a fascinating spectacle of brilliant color. Using for a background the darkness that volts the natural beauty of its surroundings, the fountain creates a new beauty.

The electric fountain is especially designed by its makers, the General Electric Company, for private and formal gardens. Its nine projectors, a standard switch or electric outlet, is said to be beyond comparison. By day an attractive water fountain with the appeal of constantly changing, graceful combinations of rising jets and swirling spray, it becomes a night a fascinating spectacle of brilliant color. Using for a background the darkness that volts the natural beauty of its surroundings, the fountain creates a new beauty.

The electric fountain is especially designed by its makers, the General Electric Company, for private and formal gardens. Its nine projectors, a standard switch or electric outlet, is said to be beyond comparison. By day an attractive water fountain with the appeal of constantly changing, graceful combinations of rising jets and swirling spray, it becomes a night a fascinating spectacle of brilliant color. Using for a background the darkness that volts the natural beauty of its surroundings, the fountain creates a new beauty.
She never knew why . . .

For obvious reasons names and places referred to are fictitious.

Over and over she searched her brain for an explanation . . .

Do you agree?

To endure a case of halitosis (unpleasant breath) occasionally is bad enough, but to be married to one would be unendurable.

The insidious thing about it is that you yourself never know when you offend this way. And the matter is so delicate that even your best friend won't tell you.

Certainly every fastidious woman and man who hopes for the friendship, favor, or affection of others will see to it that the breath is sweet, wholesome, and agreeable. It's so easy to keep it that way, too. Simply gargle with Listerine every morning, every night, and between times before social engagements. Being an antiseptic, Listerine halts fermentation, the cause of 90% of mouth odors. Then, because it is the swiftest deodorant known, it gets rid of the odors themselves. Amazing double action. Do not expect quick deodorizing effect from ordinary antiseptic mouth washes. Tests show that it takes them twelve hours or more to conquer odors that Listerine ends instantly.

And for body odors

Happily for all concerned, body odors are less common and occur less frequently than halitosis. But when they do occur they are no less objectionable.

Many people pursue the absurd belief that mere washing with soap and water will get rid of them. That is laughable. To really make sure, use Listerine on the guilty areas, after your bath. Just a little does the trick. Not a permanent cure mind you, but a pleasant relief.

Send for our FREE BOOKLET OF ETIQUETTE—tells what to wear, say, and do at social affairs. Address, Dept. H. G. 6, Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
QUICK-CHANGE to summer charm!

SLIP-COVERS

Give tired rooms this quick tonic! You can slip-cover anything that needs it, right at home, with huge success, using these very-workable new Colonial Drapery Fabrics. This is our special slip-cover series for summer, 1932. Fast to sun and washing. Sold at leading department and household furnishing stores. Send coupon below for free booklet of ideas and directions.


- **TAPETTE**—Another new tapetery effect for house at yard. Good luck, ground colors for bright pillows. About 60¢ a yard.

- **BELLEVUE**—Colorful stripes to break up your room. Good weight, woven. Doesn’t wrinkle nor show dust. Only about 25¢ a yard.

- **FLORIDA STRIPE**—High-style, high-color lawn and terrace fabric. Withstands weather, and won’t fade. About 75¢ a yard.

- **SUN STRIPE**—Cheer-up colors for sun-porches, breakfast rooms, etc. Wide or narrow stripes at about 35¢ a yard.

- **WATERCRAFT**—A more handsome fabric for interior use. Embroidered with soft color-stripe or plaid. About $1.65 a yard.

What’s new in building and equipment (continued from page 66)

**Radiator Design.** In the sick-room, the nursery or any room of the house, a new type cooler cabinet, manufactured by Big Electric Ventilating Co., provides iced air. Designed to hold 300 pounds of ice, weight of the unit when in use is 225 pounds. It may be rolled from one room to another on its ball-bearing, rubber-tired casters which will not harm rugs or floors. The 12-inch propeller fan, consuming 70 watts of current per hour, can be plugged into any electric light outlet. The unit will operate from right to left, or left to right, on a charge of ice.

**Umbilical Radiator.** Designed to transmit heat as a radiator, while evaporating water to maintain a healthful humidity, a new unit is being marketed for installation in the hall where it will serve all rooms of the average house. Horizontal heating sections have a shallow tray formed in their upper surface. Water from the house supply is allowed to flow onto the top section, and as soon as that is filled overflows down an incline to the one below. In this way all trays are kept filled; an overflow on the lowest tray prevents damage from accidental discharge of water onto the floor. Humidification action adapts itself to the needs of the weather. Radiator sections are not hot on a mild day, while the necessity for an auxiliary heater in winter is maintained. The bench-like radiator can be easily heated to provide warmth. The greater heat evaporates more moisture to temper the air atmosphere. Absence of fans, sprays or motors is said to make the equipment absolutely silent. Twin-engr Detroit Co., is the manufacturer. The sheet metal cabinet enclosure comes finished in walnut or mahogany, or simply primed and ready to be finished to harmonize with the interior painting scheme.

**Hot Water Heater.** Water for kitchen, laundry and bath may be heated by the house-heating boiler through the water line, while evaporating water to maintain a healthful humidity, a new unit is being marketed for installation in the hall where it will serve all rooms of the average house. Horizontal heating sections have a shallow tray formed in their upper surface. Water from the house supply is allowed to flow onto the top section, and as soon as that is filled overflows down an incline to the one below. In this way all trays are kept filled; an overflow on the lowest tray prevents damage from accidental discharge of water onto the floor. Humidification action adapts itself to the needs of the weather. Radiator sections are not hot on a mild day, while the necessity for an auxiliary heater in winter is maintained. The bench-like radiator can be easily heated to provide warmth. The greater heat evaporates more moisture to temper the air atmosphere. Absence of fans, sprays or motors is said to make the equipment absolutely silent. Twin-engr Detroit Co., is the manufacturer. The sheet metal cabinet enclosure comes finished in walnut or mahogany, or simply primed and ready to be finished to harmonize with the interior painting scheme.

**Garment Dryer.** Clothes drying is a function for the heating boiler in a recently designed equipment. The radiating, enameled steel jacket that encloses the boiler has been enlarged at one side to provide a cabinet, or drying enclosure. The cabinet doubles the floor space occupied by the equipment, for its depth conforms to that of the boiler and it is equal in width. An access door comprises the front wall, swinging out on simple hinges. This door is reinforced to prevent distortion, and equipped with a lock seam joint so that the cabinet is dust-proof when door is closed. Copperized rack and rolls are fitted into the top of the cabinet, the rack hung in grooves on either side like a drawer side, so that it may be readily slid out for hanging the clothes. Six bars in the drying chamber ad-joing the five section boiler, which heats the home of average size, provides nine linear feet of clothes space.

**Window Screen.** A new principle in screen design is offered in a unit which folds horizontally at the center, hangs from hinges at the head of the opening, and locks in position at three points on each side jamb. It is said to accomplish everything to be desired in the way of absolute insect protection, ease of application and eftortless operation, while offering no interference with window washing or airing fixtures. When fully or partially opened, it will swivel, and requires very little storage space. The screening is heavy lacquered, 16 mesh bronze or aluminum wire cloth; frames may be of steel, bronze or aluminum. Identification numbers are applied at the factory by the makers, Kane Manufacturing Co.

**Electric Hot Bed.** Scientific control of plant growth is made possible by a heat covered resistance wire recently devised for heating hot beds by electricity. Placed on a sand bed over a 12 to 18 inch depth of cinders, the equipment is said to heat the six or eight inches of soil placed above it, thereby promoting germination of the seeds. The 20 feet of wire, which forms, in any shape desired, the heating unit, is connected to a waterproof, rust resistant terminal box, which in turn is connected to the lighting circuit. For the hot bed which is not larger than three by six feet, the Swartzburg Manufacturing Co. offers a 120 watt unit, and a 240 watt unit for a bed six feet square.

**Window Screen.** A new principle in screen design is offered in a unit which folds horizontally at the center, hangs from hinges at the head of the opening, and locks in position at three points on each side jamb. It is said to accomplish everything to be desired in the way of absolute insect protection, ease of application and eftortless operation, while offering no interference with window washing or airing fixtures. When fully or partially opened, it will swivel, and requires very little storage space. The screening is heavy lacquered, 16 mesh bronze or aluminum wire cloth; frames may be of steel, bronze or aluminum. Identification numbers are applied at the factory by the makers, Kane Manufacturing Co.

**Garment Dryer.** Clothes drying is a function for the heating boiler in a recently designed equipment. The radiating, enameled steel jacket that encloses the boiler has been enlarged at one side to provide a cabinet, or drying enclosure. The cabinet doubles the floor space occupied by the equipment, for its depth conforms to that of the boiler and it is equal in width. An access door comprises the front wall, swinging out on simple hinges. This door is reinforced to prevent distortion, and equipped with a lock seam joint so that the cabinet is dust-proof when door is closed. Copperized rack and rolls are fitted into the top of the cabinet, the rack hung in grooves on either side like a drawer side, so that it may be readily slid out for hanging the clothes. Six bars in the drying chamber adjoining the five section boiler, which heats the home of average size, provides nine linear feet of clothes space.

**Window Screen.** A new principle in screen design is offered in a unit which folds horizontally at the center, hangs from hinges at the head of the opening, and locks in position at three points on each side jamb. It is said to accomplish everything to be desired in the way of absolute insect protection, ease of application and eftortless operation, while offering no interference with window washing or airing fixtures. When fully or partially opened, it will swivel, and requires very little storage space. The screening is heavy lacquered, 16 mesh bronze or aluminum wire cloth; frames may be of steel, bronze or aluminum. Identification numbers are applied at the factory by the makers, Kane Manufacturing Co.
"...our wedding trip will never end"

Give her the gift she'll prize forever...

a Ciné-Kodak

"We carried our Ciné-Kodak everywhere—brought back a record of our wedding trip to enjoy for years to come."

How much this means to any bride! For Ciné-Kodak captures in vital living pictures the glorious days of the honeymoon—literally making them live forever.

With Ciné-Kodak M anyone can take clear, sharp movies from the very beginning. No focusing—just press the lever and you're making a movie. It's as easy as taking a snapshot. Price $75. Your dealer will gladly show you this uniquely acceptable gift. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

SIMPLEST OF HOME MOVIE CAMERAS
France

**Railways of France**

**A RENT you a bit tired of your cottage at the beach... your camp in the mountains... why not rent and go to France this summer?**

**Transportation in France has progressed remarkably of late years... more trains, faster trains... cheaper tariffs... miraculously comfortable motor buses on all the most picturesque highways... a vacation you have always wanted with your dollars stretching farther than staying at home.**

**Mont St. Michel, where the Ages carry you back and back to the dawn of everything... Lisieux with its famous shrine... Chinon where Jeanne D'Arc met her king... Tranquil days along the Loire...**

**Vosges with their famous thermal springs... where Venus de Milo was found... the whole Ages carry you back and back to the dawn of everything.**

**The double guest room had a red carpet, a double guest and a single guest.**

**A low chesl of drawers serviced the occasional single man guest.**

**The owner's room was chintzie, with a deep chaise longue and comfortable reading and bed lamps. Two wide single beds with white knotted cotton spreads—the knots in geranium red—a white bureau and a huge closet—thank the Lord—not dressed up. After all, one's clothes are to be seen and admired on one, not on a clothes hanger!**

**The white tiled bath, again a bath, not a reproduction of a Pompeian throne, had but one fancy touch and that was delicious. A round three-tiered tin table—white with a gilt rim. On this were the bottles and jars and atomizers and lotion containers and what-not that make us the beauties that emerge from a well-equipped dressing table scene.**

**The double guest room had a red and white bamboo paper and geranium red organza curtains, a corner dressing table and bedspreads as crisp as the red carnation that got the honor of mention at the Horticultural Exhibition.**

**These cotton awning fringes can be had in white or dyed to match any scheme.**

**Ball fringe in two weights are 6 inches deep. Ball fringe like fluffy powder puff is a new note in awning trimmings, Consolidated Trimming Corp.**

**Awnings adventure into new designs**

**The back-road lady of geranium red**
YOU saw the first step in the development of today’s Triumphant New Studebakers when you saw Studebaker pioneer Free Wheeling in July, 1930.

As a matter of fact, as far back as 1929, Studebaker, with the intuition born of 80 years’ experience, began preparing for the changes in the economic structure which have come.

Ahead of anybody else, Studebaker marshalled all its resources, its engineering genius, its great experimental laboratories and proving grounds into the project of producing manifestly superior cars to sell at drastically lower prices—as much as $560 under 1931!

And that is why today’s Triumphant New Studebakers are longer, roomier, more luxurious . . . that is why they come to you with vastly finer Free Wheeling plus new fast-action Synchronized Shifting, with Automatic Starting at its best, with Automatic Ride Control, Full-Cushioned Power, Air-Curve Coachcraft—a total in all of 32 startling betterments including finest quality Safety Plate Glass in all windows and all windshields of all models at no extra charge.

Studebaker doesn’t sell you a car today that will be out of date tomorrow. Studebaker protects your investment—gives you all the sound advancements in advance in these 4 great “buys” of 1932.

The Triumphant New STUDEBAKERS

PRESIDENT EIGHT . . . . . . $1690 to $1990
122 horsepower, 135” wheelbase—Reductions up to $50

COMMANDER EIGHT . . . . $1350 to $1560
101 horsepower, 125” wheelbase—Reductions up to $225

DICTATOR EIGHT . . . . . . $980 to $1125
85 horsepower, 117” wheelbase—Reductions up to $115

STUDEBAKER SIX . . . . . . . $840 to $985
80 horsepower, 117” wheelbase—Prices f.o.b. South Bend.
Bumpers and spare tires extra.
COSTS ARE DOWN . . . QUALITY IS UP

Why not get an estimate now for a first-floor washroom? This is the time to make plumbing additions. Prices for Kohler style, ease and safety have gone to new lows! Now no home need consider equipment of unknown origin and uncertain service.

A two-piece Kohler washroom under the hall stairs costs surprisingly little and adds so much. Saves time. Saves steps. Aids health. Especially if you have children, and when you have guests. The space required is small — if necessary, only three by four feet.

This investment pays good dividends. It may increase the sale price of the house by double its cost. It makes rental easier — invites a better class of tenant. An extra bathroom, even a modest one, raises loan values by almost a thousand dollars.

Go to your plumbing dealer for facts and figures on Kohler products, before planning any new or renewal. Compare the quality and compare the costs. Be sure to find the Kohler mark on each part before installation. It is your guarantee of satisfaction through the years. . . . Kohler Co. Founded 1873. Kohler, Wisconsin. Makers of Kohler Electric Plants.

KOHLER OF KOHLER
KOHLER CO., KOHLER, WIS.

Please send me your illustrated booklet, A6, on MODERN BATHROOMS.

Name __________________________ Address __________________________

THE Dorothy Perkins Rose, in both its pink and white forms, is the Rose of a thousand arbors. In rapidity of growth and luxuriance of bloom it is leader of the clustervflowered clan.

DOROTHY PERKINS gave her name to one of the most popular Climbing Roses. She is even more famous than Frau Karl Druschki or Mrs. Aaron Ward.

Selected roses and their patrons

(continued from page 41)

It is too early yet to pass final judgment on the crop of 1929, but as I had experience with it before it came on the market, I feel safe in saying that President Hoover has made good in the garden; its autumn blooms are gorgeous. Mrs. Pierre S. duPont bids fair to become the best yellow garden Rose. The 1931-32 contingent is probably the same as usual — no better, no worse; but many have already passed through my hands and I have several years of experience with them, so I may speak authoritatively. Among Hybrid Teas, some are good both in plant and flower (the flower is but one factor in judging new Roses; the plant is as important). Grenoble (Malherbe 1918), a remarkable red Rose, is very large on a lustrous and robust plant; it was selected in competition to be the emblem of the City of Grenoble, France.

The three following Roses should be known as the Editorial Trio, having been named for the three foremost horticultural editors of our time, modern "Three Musketeers" forever battling for better American gardens: Editor McFarland (Malherbe 1931), a scintillant pink with a will of amber, arterial buds on long stems for cutting, a plant of Radiance type. The beloved Editor (and at present President) of the American Rose Society is judicious critical judge of Roses that I studied it four years before daring to suggest his name.

Richardson Wright (Nicolas 1931) is a seedling of Radiance and Ville de Paris. I kept it under observation for several years to be sure it would be worthy of the Laird of House & Garden. It is an even blend of its two parents; the general tonality is orchid pink and gold at the base, crinkled petals with carmine freckles and the exquisite perfume of Radiance. The plant is 1905 Radiance in habit, vigor and health of foliage.

Leonard Barron (Nicolas 1931) was selected by the Editor of American Home himself. This variety will make history as being the first finished Garden Rose evolved from the wild one of the Arctics, R. nulkmiti, thus named (continued on page 76).
THE Packard Twin Six is a familiar name wherever men drive motor cars—a name that has taken its place in our very language. The Packard Twin Six of before the war made motor car history. The world-renowned war-time Liberty motor added to the fame of Packard Twin Six engines both abroad and at home—a fame since enhanced by the development of Twin Six marine engines for the world's fastest racing craft and the Packard Twin Six "2500," the most powerful airplane engine built in America today. And now a superb, new Packard Twin Six motor car takes to the highway again—a car of beauty, a car of supreme luxury, a car of matchless power, a car that revives the famous title of the first Twin Six—"Boss of the Road."

Today's Twin Six Packard is the climax of sixteen years of continuous experience with twelve-cylinder engine designs—an experience of twice that period in the building of fine and distinguished cars. There is literally nothing by which to judge it, for it is so advanced, so modern that it defies comparison with multi-cylinder cars of conventional type. See and drive this great, new Super-Packard.

Packard

ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE
SCORES OF CHARMING THINGS TO RECOMMEND IT

What pleasure you'll have when you really become acquainted with the new Chevrolet Six! You'll find so many charming details. So many unexpected conveniences. Scores of perfectly sound reasons why this is the ideal car for you and yours. What could be smarter than the sweeping new body contours, the studied simplicity of the hardware, or the trimness of the rich upholstery?

What more comfortable than the spacious Fisher bodies with adjustable driver's seat, and form-fitting cushions? And how can you reasonably expect to find an easier car to drive, when Chevrolet gives you both quick, quiet Synchro-Mesh gear-shifting and Simplified Free Wheeling, and has a very smooth, very quiet, very responsive and very dependable six-cylinder motor. Yet, though you'll find it hard to believe, the new Chevrolet is remarkably low-priced and economical. And, as if these manifold attractions were not enough to recommend it, Chevrolet offers 20 body styles from which to select the type exactly suited to you!

The complete Chevrolet Six line includes 20 different models, each available on the liberal G. M. A. C. time payment plan. Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan, Division of General Motors.

NEW CHEVROLET SIX

THE GREAT AMERICAN VALUE
No more ‘hothouse’ nights!

"Hermenore our upstairs rooms have been so hot they were unbearable. This past summer with the insulation above the ceilings in the attic the rooms were remarkably comfortable."

Wm. B. Kyser, Memphis, Tenn.

"During last summer the temperature on the second floor was reduced 10 to 15 degrees after this insulation had been installed."

S. W. Greeneland, St. Louis, Mo.

"It is remarkable how much cooler my little frame cottage is now than it was last summer."

H. P. Smith, San Antonio, Tex.

"Here's an Amazing Discovery that keeps your house COOL in SUMMER...
EASY TO HEAT in WINTER!

You know what they are... those hot, stifling nights in the summer. All day the house has been like an oven. And now it simply won't cool off!

Why is it? Why is your home so uncomfortable? And in winter, why does it cost so much to heat?

Heat, Cold, filter through Attic

Home construction experts have traced the cause to your attic—to that empty space directly over upstairs bedrooms and underneath the roof!

In summer, as the sun beats down all day long, this empty attic space gets furnace-hot. Heat stores up-penetrates right through upstairs ceilings. And at night, long after it has cooled off outdoors, bedrooms still remain insufferable.

In winter, this process is reversed. Your attic gets icy cold. Heat escapes through upstairs ceilings. Certain rooms won't get warm... Constant firing... high fuel bills!

J-M finds the Answer

Now experience shows that to correct these faults ordinary methods of home insulation are entirely inadequate. And in their place Johns-Manville has developed a method that is truly revolutionary. It is the result of 70 years of leadership in the industrial insulation field.

Here is the method. All the spaces between the joists or cross-beams which separate the attic from the rest of your house are quickly and completely filled with a permanent, fluffy "wool" made from melted rock! This rock wool is "blown" into place with a unique J-M pneumatic process.

And as this wool is blown in, bedrooms are protected with a layer of insulation from 4 to 6 inches thick. Thus, stored-up attic heat is shut out. Winter house warmth is kept in. Actually, summer room temperature may be reduced from 8 to 15 degrees by this method... winter fuel costs cut from 20 to 35 per cent! And the whole operation can be performed in 8 to 24 working hours!

J-M Home Insulation acts as fire-proofing, too. And it's vermin-proof. Mr. Vernon and other great national shrines are protected this way.

Won't you send for the interesting booklet telling how this remarkable "treatment" can be applied to your house? Mail the coupon now.

Johns-Manville Home Insulation
Always on Guard
THIS "RAMPART" OF STEEL

Safety for home and all he held most dear, inspired the overlord whose warders manned the battlements of his castle.

Today, in Cyclone Fence, you may enjoy protection and privacy for land and home, through the unfailing strength and permanence of steel, at its best.

Cyclone Fence raises a firm, polite barrier against intrusion. It permits a widespread vista. Affords an attractive background for vines and shrubs.

The ripened experience of 45 years of manufacturing steel fence assures a distinctively higher order of craftsmanship. Made of copper steel, heavily galvanized. Control of raw materials, manufacture and installation, make possible outstanding quality at reasonable cost.

If desired, a factory-trained crew of fence experts in the direct employ of the Cyclone Fence Company will make the installation—and make it right. Send for literature.

A little nursery for choice young plants
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 58)

sheltered spots without trouble. The small nursery might run to all three varieties, but a word of caution: Magnolias must have drainage. Without it, the young plants will make barely any growth for years. A separate row for Magnolias should be planned, and a bed of cinders laid a foot beneath the bed. Moreover, the soil should be sandy.

Next the Dogwood opens its silver saucers. Here and there occurs a tree with pink flowers instead of white. The Red-flowering (sic) Dogwood is fairly easy to grow. It is hardly as far north as Buffalo and Cleveland. Any good garden soil will suffice and no special treatment is required. There is not established a uniform shade of color or a named variety of this type as yet. For this reason, you may expect anything from a light pink to a dark pink in the way of flower (which, by the way, is not a true flower at all!) but to my prejudiced eye all these variations are equally beautiful.

As the season progresses, the waxy pink buds on the May-flowered or Clove-scented Viburnum (V. corylifolium) begin to unfold to form flat heads of pure white. This shrub is a joy to possess. It is as fragrant as the Garland Flower (Daphne cneorum) and when the flowering period is over, makes an open shrub with bright green leaves.

FOLIAGE COLORS

Then leaves begin to unfold and we may be concerned with their colors, for by no means are leaves are green. Perhaps the best of the colored trees are the Japanese Maples and the Beech. The young spring growth of a true Blood-leaf Japanese Maple (acer palmatum var. atropurpureum) is possibly one of the brightest colors in Nature. As the season progresses the leaves assume a dark red tone and in the heat of August become bronze green. But, as if to make up for their brief duration, the first touch of frost turns them back to a crimson-stricken mingling of red, orange and yellow. A variety (dissectum) is similarly colored, but adds the form of lace-like, deeply cut foliage. Maples are very easy to grow.

The Purple Beech is a stately specimen notable for its color, which fits it into almost any arborial location. The leaves, being dark red, assume a uniform shade of color, which, however, are firm and not at all amorphous in outline. The bloom resembles its relative, Viburnum corylifolium, and in late autumn the plant is covered with fuzzy brown bud clusters. A protected spot in half shade is recommended for the best growth.

The American Holly (Ilex opaca)—the only broad-leaved evergreen tree thoroughly hardy in the North—is an excellent subject for the private nursery. For one reason, large plants do not transplant easily even when carefully grown in commercial nurseries. Unless a large specimen can be grown within trucking distance—or the weighty balls of earth be elaborately packed for shipment at great additional expense—the only satisfactory way to obtain good healthy specimens of this species is by buying them small and growing them yourself. Even when small, they require certain peculiar attentions. Pluck off carefully every one of the handsome evergreens when you set them out! The soil should be "woody" and shal or partial shade is preferred. Then put up a strong wind screen during the first winter. Make sure that your Holly trees will bear plenty of bright red berries; small trees gathered from heavy-bearing specimens should be insisted on.

CONCERNING CONIFERS

As for the true evergreens, spare prohibits anything but a glance here and there. Everyone knows the Koster's Blue Spruce. As a newer colored, but perhaps the best of the Colorado—Picea Engelmani—is similar in most respects. It retains its blue tone through the winter perhaps better than Koster's Spruce.

Arborvius, Juniperus and Taxus—true evergreens—are among the most popular and sufficiently low in price and plentiful in supply as to be out of place in our nursery rows. Later on, when the collecting blood runs more hotly in our veins, literally hundreds of charming varieties may be attempted.

Mention must, however, be made of the neglected Sargent's Weeping Hemlock. A fountain of pendant evergreen needles—soft and pleasing. It is a true Hemlock and will thrive either in absolutely dense shade or brilliant sunlight. It likes damp soil but doesn't mind good drainage. Here indeed is true tolerance! But our hero has an Achilles' heel against which the* man does not like wind. In March and April when the sun is getting warmer and the nights remain cold, the Hemlocks wherever they grow suffer from evaporation of the needles, which drop and dry off. The tree is not killed, but is made unightly. A little care in setting up wind screens—or even a box of 12 inch boarding (Continued on page 76)
When interiors in the formal manner pall

THERE come moments when the formal interiors of great houses cause nostalgic yearnings for the peaceful intimacy of a small cottage. Recognizing this, clever decorators seek to recreate in the interiors of sumptuous homes the charm and simple grace of the small house.

Many of the most appreciated and most lived-in rooms are furnished in Danersk Maple and Knotty Pine. The unpretentious warmth and informality of these lovely pieces depends upon faithful adherence to the strict conventions of tradition that only Danersk craftsmanship affords.

In our ever-growing collection of American designs you will find cabinets lined with lovely old-time glazed papers—chairs with hand-shaped spindles and one-piece seats—fashioned just as the careful cabinetmakers of early New England built their furniture.

When you visit our showrooms—and you will find a visit most worthwhile—asl to see the new Danersk creations in contemporary design—"Almolu," and "Louisiana." Write for illustrations of new Danersk designs.

Danersk Furniture is always sold by the maker direct to the buyer. It may be seen only on our own floors.

8 A. M. JUNE MORNING

Nothing so befits a fresh spring morning as a breakfast service of sparkling Fostoria. This quaint pattern, the "Hermitage", is derived from the "thumb-print" designs of our colonial days. It is particularly in vogue just at the minute. As smart for luncheon as it is for breakfast, and it comes in 6 lovely colors. The flower-bowl (shown above) lends a gay touch to the table, but may be used separately to add new beauty to any room. You'll be pleasantly surprised to learn how modestly "Hermitage" is priced.

8 P. M. JUNE EVENING

And on those balmy spring evenings, when the tinkle of ice is music to the ears, you'll want to serve drinks in these Fostoria "Hermitage" pattern glasses. Highball size, cocktail size, "old-fashioned" cocktail size, and liquor "ponies". In 6 different colors... and so inexpensive.

8 YEARS OF HOUSE & GARDEN $4

For many of us 1932 is a year of careful economy. But it is likewise a golden opportunity to make your house or garden or both more charming, at the lowest prices in a lifetime! Embark with House & Garden on a two-year cruise around the world of beautiful homes and gardens. The tickets are $4 and $3. Sign and mail the coupon now.

COUPON BRINGS FREE SWATCHES of Peerless Curtains

8 YEARS OF HOUSE & GARDEN $4

The Conde Nast Publications, Inc., Graybar Building, N. Y. C.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

100% Pre-Shrunk (Sanforized)

Guaranteed Non-Fading

Fast-color shower curtains in orchid, rose and 5 other shades enable you to harmonize your bathroom. "Peerless" Shower Curtains are entirely new and different. They will not check, crack or peel—they are positively guaranteed not to shrink or fade. Neatly tailored with all edges hemmed. Send for sample swatches of this practical, economical curtain.

LOVELIER HOMES AT LESS EXPENSE

For many of us 1932 is a year of careful economy. But it is likewise a golden opportunity to make your house or garden or both more charming, at the lowest prices in a lifetime! Embark with House & Garden on a two-year cruise around the world of beautiful homes and gardens. The tickets are $4 and $3. Sign and mail the coupon now.

4 years for two years (24 issues) of House & Garden

The Conde Nast Publications, Inc., Graybar Building, N. Y. C.
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Your Lawn

deserves the best

YOUR lawn advertises your home to all who pass. Keep it looking its best—with the famous NOVO Lawn Mower. According to thousands of users, it cuts smoothest and runs easiest. Silent, too!... Yet it is moderately priced—costs least of all when you consider its freedom from repair expense and its longer usefulness... The NOVO is guaranteed to last a lifetime—made throughout of steel and other unbreakable materials, rigidly interlocked.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate NOVO's many superior features—and for valuable free booklet, Beautiful Lawns. Or mail coupon below.

NOVO

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

THE UNBREAKABLE
Lawn Mower

A regular stock NOVO was plunged from a speeding airplane at 1072 feet—was buried in the earth by the terrific impact as it struck—yet not a part was broken! Its rigid frame was not even sprung out of alignment!

The F. & N. Lawn Mower Co.
World's Largest Lawn Mower Manufacturers
Richmond, Indiana

Please send me full particulars on NOVO, "The Lifetime Lawn Mower," and free booklet, BEAUTIFUL LAWNS.

Name..................................................

Address...............................................

City, State.................................

A little nursery for choice young plants

(continued from page 74)

around the nursery now—will remove all worry. Then, of course, when the young specimen is large enough to be set out permanently, it must be given a choke sheltered position. But it is well worth the trouble.

Tastes differ. I have attempted to list here varieties of the better sort which are almost universal in their appeal, and a very great many thoroughly delightful trees and shrubs will receive no mention, but if I succeeded in conveying the general idea it will be sufficient. A small collection may be added to from a dozen sources. Nursery catalogs and horticultural books may be consulted—to say nothing of the back files of House & Garden. The fascination and satisfaction of collecting rare and charming hardy trees and shrubs must be experienced to be believed, and the cost can always be reduced to a minimum by planting them small.

$800 decorates a summer dining room

(continued from page 49)

radiating lines and border in rich eggplant tone; the four inserts are a dark, rich green.

The cost of furnishings follow:

Dining table
88.00

Eight chairs at $26.00 ea.
208.00

Two consoles at $20 ea.
40.00

Four columns at $2.25 each (included)
90.00

Total $599.25

Selected roses and their patrons

(continued from page 22)

for the Eskimo tribe of Nvakas and one of the hardest Roses we know. This new strain will move back several hundred miles the northern boundaries of the Hybrid Tea. The first cross of this species with garden Roses was made several years ago by Rev. Geo. M. Schoener, then at Brooks, Oregon, from whom I received a plant of the only seedling he had ever been able to obtain, this from the pollen of a Hybrid Perpetual, Paul Neyron. After a few years of crosses and experimentation, one seedling out of a thousand was finished enough to enter the Editorial Trio. The flower is immense, full to the center, a blend of terra cotta, salmon and gold with the fragrance of the wild Nvakana Rose, comparable to red cedar when one sharpens a new pencil.

There are two other Hybrid Teas put in commerce this year but with which I have been acquainted since 1921 when I saw them first in England and brought them over:

Dulza (B. R. Cant 1931), the most dazzling rose color yet known; semi-horizontal, brilliant lemon yellow and scarlet with a wide aureole of gold around the tuft of stamens; must be planted in masses for best effect.

The other is Essence (B. R. Cant 1931), the long sought double Etoile de Hollande; its name bespeaks the fragrance.

Two yellow roses of American origin, relatively destined for the florist trade, have proved equally good in the garden:

Roslyn (Trowell 1931), an improved Claudia Pernet minus the black heart plus a fine foliage. Dupty (Trowell 1931), large orange flower that stays yellowish, perfumed, healthy foliage.

The most sensational Hybrid Tea of present years will make its debut this autumn both as a florist and garden variety, Comtesse Vandal. It comes from Holland and has captured most of the honors, medals, cups, etc. of the world. The fascination of collecting rare and charming hardy trees and shrubs must be experienced to be believed, and the cost can always be reduced to a minimum by planting them small.
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Whether gardening is your hobby or prime interest in life, you do insist upon complete and authentic information on the subject.

House & Garden’s Second Book of Gardens can’t help being just the sort of companion you value. It has such a sane, sympathetic approach to the problems of planning, planting, and caring for a garden.

It is written by people who lead the gardening field. Its pages are gleaned from five years of House & Garden’s outstanding articles on the ideal and the earthy sides of gardening.

Enclose a check for $3.20 with the attached coupon, and mail today.

HOUSE & GARDEN’S
SECOND BOOK of GARDENS
224 Pages ∙ 620 Illustrations ∙ $5.20 Postpaid [Additional 20¢ covers postage]
BULBS
FREE! free shipping and mailing charge. 25 cents, and ten free cardarker’s treaties, source of all
qualities of all kinds. B. L. Lawry, 210 W. Market St., Lawrenceburg, Ind., (40 Miles from Cincinnati)
DAHLIANS
DAHLIANS — a large Exhibition made. Postpaid, 35.00. Biltmore Bulb Farm, 53, Biltmore, Indiana.

DELPHINIUMS
PRIZE WINNING, New Breed,繁花 of America—new patented variety, Courts—first of its kind ever

FRIGID and climate proof imported. Altho luxury grown and early. Altho quality

EVERGREENS
PACHYSANDRA TERMINALIS, a beautiful low-growing ground cover, evergreen, shade or sun, will

GROW and make a lovely, dense ground cover. Postpaid 35 cents each. 25 cents or

FERTILIZERS
ANIMAL BLOOD FOOD is a perfectly balanced natural fertilizer containing all the elements necessary, for

ROCK GARDEN PLANTS
LARGEST COLLECTION of rare Alpines in the United States. Rack bottomed, new cultivars,

ROSES
"STAR" ROSES—GUARANTEED TO BLOOM! The handsomest and finest of the Alpine

WATER LILIES
RARE TROPICAL WATER LILIES, all our Barbers, 25 cents each. One more variety for

PEONIES
MISCELLANEOUS
FREE IRIS PIONEER given with following iris, 50 cents; another, 100 cents; 3 for $1.00. F. P. F. Morris, Furnace, New York. This generous offer is limited to 1000 orders.

HARDY CHRYSANTHEMUMS
FOR A DELIGHTFUL FALL GARDEN, plant our selected varieties. Single, Early Flowering and

NATIONAL IRIS GARDENS
Roof and wood-burning fireplace, and

PEONIES
"HOW TO GROW PEONIES." A new, delightfully written for gardeners, by Mr. Charles

PERENNIALS
"ROBINSIA," New Hardy Garden Violet, early fall, hardy in all sections. L. R. Mills, 803 Main St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

PERENNIALS
GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE: If you are interested in gardening, you like to buy your plants

PEONIES
DOUBLES, SINGLES & JAPANESE. Exclusive of New, Early, Fancy, very hardy. Send postpaid order.

PERENNIALS
"ROBINSIA," New Hardy Garden Violet, early fall, hardy in all sections. L. R. Mills, 803 Main St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

PERENNIALS
"ROBINSIA," New Hardy Garden Violet, early fall, hardy in all sections. L. R. Mills, 803 Main St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

PEONIES
"NOW TO GROW PEONIES." A new, delightful guide for gardeners, by Mr. Charles
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DONT stand helpless and see your plants, vines and shrubs attacked by insect pests. Use Black Leaf 40.
Mowing time... is Playtime

with Jacobsen POWER MOWERS

Any 10-year-old boy can handle the new Jacobsen, 20-inch Simplex power mower. It isn’t a motorized hand mower, but a complete Jacobsen power cutting machine; very simple mechanically, yet having the same excellent, trouble-proof features usually found only on expensive mowers.

MANY POPULAR IMPROVEMENTS
— such as bevel-gear differential for easy handling in corners or around shrubbery—Twin Disc Clutch of automatic type, positive and trouble-proof—safety clutch on cutting unit, preventing red, gear and motor parts breakage — powerful, easy-starting motor with only four moving parts—Zirk force-feed lubrication—mechanically simple, clean and easy handling as a vacuum cleaner.

A SIMPLEX will reduce mowing time from hours to minutes—and without fatigue.

Send for descriptive literature.

JACOBSEN MFG. COMPANY
743 Washington Ave., Racine, Wisconsin

MODERN Boundary TREATMENT

Well chosen Fences and Gates of Iron or Chain Link Wire are a fitting part of any modern plan of home beautification.

Stewart Fences, while often bought as a measure of protection alone, serve an added purpose in accentuating the beauty of your lawn.

Stewart designs range from the plain simple fences in the lower price bracket to the highly ornamental designs of notable elaborateness.

Your request will bring the name of our fence sales engineer in your vicinity. Illustrative literature will also be sent.

The STEWART IRON WORKS, CO., Inc.
803 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio

Novel accessories that take a hand in decoration

THE Peculiar fascination exerted by hands has appealed to artists and designers throughout the ages. Other men upon whom they have likewise cast their spell collect them in endless quantity and variety.

At various intervals in the past, hands have lent a whimsical touch to decoration. The Victorians were attached to such charming uses of manual ornamentation as the two graceful flower holders illustrated—the one of white ceramic, the other a delicate thing of translucent, blue-white Bristol glass with a painted floral decoration. The china jewel box, decorated in vivid blue, green, purple and red, with accents of gold, the two-handled ash-tray and the chaste white box below it are of the same period.

Counterparts of the door-knocker below are to be seen on front doors throughout Spanish countries. This one is a copy of an old knocker found on a house in the West Indies. The graceful torchere has a French origin.

A tiny china jewel box takes the form of a basket in a woman’s hand. Bruce Butfield

A CHARMING box of snowy milk glass has a lacy edge and cover decorated with a bird in hand. Jones & Erwin

TWO HANDS cupped to catch ashes are of cast brass painted gold. Bruce Butfield

A hand of shiny brass is a unique and effective door-knocker. Mrs. Rector

ONE of a pair of gilded bronze side-lights in the form of torchères supported by out-thrust arms. Tate & Hall

PARIAN hand vase and a flower holder made of Bristol glass. From Bruce Butfield

WELL CHosen FENCES and Gates of Iron or Chain Link Wire are a fitting part of any modern plan of home beautification. Stewart Fences, while often bought as a measure of protection alone, serve an added purpose in accentuating the beauty of your lawn. Stewart designs range from the plain simple fences in the lower price bracket to the highly ornamental designs of notable elaborateness. Your request will bring the name of our fence sales engineer in your vicinity. Illustrative literature will also be sent.

The STEWART IRON WORKS, CO., Inc.
803 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio

A CHARMING box of snowy milk glass has a lacy edge and cover decorated with a bird in hand. Jones & Erwin

TWO HANDS cupped to catch ashes are of cast brass painted gold. Bruce Butfield

A hand of shiny brass is a unique and effective door-knocker. Mrs. Rector

ONE of a pair of gilded bronze side-lights in the form of torchères supported by out-thrust arms. Tate & Hall
Don't Risk the welfare of your garden

One season of neglect may ruin the efforts of years. Protect your plants with dependable, non-poisonous sprays and dusts as

Wilson's O. K. Plant Spray

—the quick, sure, instant method of killing destructive insects. Only 10 gallons, 112½ cents a gallon. Recommended by officers and members of the Garden Club of America to save your beautiful flowers, shrubs, and evergreens.

Why Does Leopard Grow?

Wilson's O. K. Plant Spray is sold by leading stores everywhere and the genuine may be identified by the Famous Trade Mark. Write us if you dealer cannot supply your requirements.

Wilson's Awinc Pyrethrum Spray

Non-poisonous, highly concentrated PYRETHRUM spray. Easily controls most resistant type of insect such as Mexican Bean Beetle, Japanese Beetle, Red Spider, Rose Chafers, Cabbage Worms, and many other pests. Only 50 cents a ten gallon can. Requires only a dilution with water. $1.00 a gallon.

Wilson's Fung-O

An efficient fungicide offering a safe, scientific protection of your garden plants. Quickly stops the development of any fungus disease, and is the only fungicide recommended by the Star Expansion Co., 147 Cedar Street, New York. Only 25 cents a ten gallon can. Requires only a dilution with water. $1.00 a gallon.

Hammond's Slug Kills

For over half a century, SLUG SHOT has been the most effective, safest, most economical and pleasant way of controlling general pest insects. Kills insects on flowers and vegetable plants. Simply dust it on from eifier top can. 25 cts. buys a big pound can.

For Fungus Control

GRAPe AND ROSE DUST (limegreen) prevents Black Spot on Roses, Powdery Mildews, Blights, Rusts and other fungal growths. Successfully used for forty years.

For Killing Weeds

HAMMOND'S WEED KILLER destroys weeds, potatoes and all vegetation on walks, driveways, and lawns. Only 25 cts. a ten gallon can.

SLUG SHOT and all Hammond products are sold everywhere by Seed, Hardware and Drug dealers.

Get our FREE Booklet

Ask your dealer for Free Booklet, "Garden Enemies—How to Control Them," or write direct to your use copy.

HAMMOND
Paint & Chemical Co.
3 Ferry St. Beacon, N. Y.

The garden scrap book

HOOK UP THE VINE. One of the newest of the good garden gadgets is the lead vine support for securing Climbing Roses, trained fruit trees and vines in general in their proper places on trellises or walls of cement, brick, masonry or wood. It is made in several sizes by the Star Expansion Co., 147 Cedar Street, New York.

Briefly described, the device consists of a flattened strip of lead compression, pierced at one end by a galvanized nail which in turn fits into a split sleeve of sheet lead. A small drill accomplishes each pruse of hooks, for making the holes to receive these sleeves. To apply, a hole is drilled into the wall and the split sleeve slipped into it. The nail is then driven into the sleeve, thereby expanding it and securely anchoring the lead strip. The final step is to bend this strip to accommodate the plant stem.

In ordering these hooks it is advisable to specify whether they are to be used on wood or masonry, as this affects the size of the nails.

PEATMOSS MULCHES. On numerous occasions House & Garden has strongly urged the use of peatmoss as a soil improver for many different kinds of plant, as well as for mulching purposes. It must be borne in mind, however, that this excellent material needs to be properly handled. Especially in the case of mulching peatmoss should peatmoss be used with intelligence. It is one of the best of all materials for checking the evaporation of soil moisture, but by the same token it is all but unequalled for excluding such moisture as tries to reach the soil during a rain. In the first instance it serves as a blanket over the soil moisture and in the second, it absorbs much of the water that falls and never lets it reach the soil at all.

Thus, while a mulch of peatmoss conserves whatever water is in the soil, it should be raked aside before a summer rain or watering and then replaced after the water has soaked into the soil. If you fail to do this you are very likely to find that, when the drought has been broken by a longed-for rain, the breaking will be effective only part way through the protective covering. When actually well mixed with the soil, of course, peatmoss is ideal both as a water conserver and yielder.

WASH THE SPRAY. Mosely bugs are among the most pestiferous of pests, especially on house plants, and their control is a matter of surpassing beauty.

The increasing vogue of Chrysanthemums is easily understood, for their showy blooms give life and beauty to the garden after all other flowers are gone, and they are so satisfactorily placed. Their wonderful showing last fall indicated their growing popularity.

Dreer's chrysanthemums comprise the varieties most suitable for outdoor use. They bloom early and flower freely, frequently until late in November, as first frosts do not materially affect them.

Set of 12 recent introductions, $3.50

The 12 best varieties introduced in the past two or three years. Free-Flowers early and of surpassing beauty.

HENRY A. DREER
Dept. K, 2006 Spring Garden Street

Mail Coupon for FREE Booklet

"How to Kill Ants and Plant Insects"

EVER Green kills both chewing and sucking insects that ruin flowers and vegetables. Also kills ants. Yet non-poisonous to humans and pets. Does not even stain tender foliage. Sure death to insects and ants. Extremely economical. One 35c bottle makes up to six gallons of spray. Easy to mix and use. Has a pleasant odor. Kills lice, worms, beetles, cut worms, At drug, seed, hardware, department stores or florists. Or mail the coupon below for free booklet "How to Kill Ants and Plant Insects."

EVER GREEN KILLS ANTS AND GARDEN INSECTS

McLaughlin Gormley King Co.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

□ Check here for Free Booklet
□ Check here for 35c bottle C.O.D.

Name
Address
City
State
While every precaution is taken to insure accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the possibility of an occasional change or omission in the preparation of this index.
Winter-weary rooms
ARE THEY YOURS?

DO the over-worked rooms of your house seem to slump when the gaiety of winter parties comes to an end? Even the smartest of interior decorations need frequent touching up to make them a bit brighter and more inviting.

That's why we think you will enjoy House & Garden's Second Book of Interiors, for it can turn your task of redecoration into a delightful adventure. It is wise in suggestions for rejuvenating every type of room...for the grouping of furniture...for planning color schemes. It will give you authentic information about period furnishings...and the newest hints on the selecting and making of draperies, on painting furniture, on hanging pictures. It can help you do wonders with the things you already have, or, if you prefer, start with the bare walls and build an entirely new interior of freshness and charm.

The Book of Interiors costs but five dollars—less than the price of a dozen roses for the living room table...more than the value of an expensive but ill-chosen rug. Its advice may save you the cost of many expensive mistakes, which you would have to correct—or pay for in dissatisfaction.

Send for this valuable book today—enclosing your check with the coupon below.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S
SECOND BOOK OF INTERIORS
220 Pages 700 Illustrations $5.20 Postpaid

HOUSE & GARDEN, GRAYBAR BUILDING, N. Y. C.

☐ I enclose $5.20 for H. & G.'s Second Book of Interiors
☐ I enclose $5.20 for H. & G.'s Second Book of Gardens
☐ I enclose $5.20 for H. & G.'s Book of Color Schemes
☐ I enclose $12.00 for all three House & Garden books
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For gracious hospitalities when reputations are at stake—this delicately dry, very dry, ginger ale with piquant personality.

CLICQUOT CLUB SEC

AMERICA'S OLDEST TOBACCO
MERCHANTS CALL TO YOUR FAVORABLE NOTICE A NEW & ELEGANT CIGARETTE

TALLY-HO

We trust the citizens of this town will try this cigarette, & approving, will not stint their purchases. Skillfully rolled into an oval shape, it burns long & most coolly.

A convenient box of 10 (with amber tips to protect the lips) for 10 pennies.

A flat packet of 20 for Twenty pennies

Look for the TALLY-HO on the packet

Est. 1760 © Lorillard Co., Inc.
Today's brides begin home-making with a host of conveniences that their mothers never knew. Things to make toast, waffles, coffee, music. And telephones throughout the house!

Two live as one much more happily and comfortably when there are enough telephones. In her kitchen, a telephone lets her talk to family, friends, or grocer, without burning the biscuits. Another by his easy chair, prevents interruption of after-dinner pipe and paper. And another, in the bedroom, avoids dashing downstairs by day, provides protection at night. Together, they save steps, time and tempers.

But not only brides and grooms benefit by this convenience. Any home or apartment can be made more livable by having handy telephones at handy places. The local telephone company will help you plan your telephone arrangements, without charge. Just call the Business Office.
You'll Be Happier with a Chrysler

This is the Life!

Maybe it's because convertible cars have a particular swank; maybe it's because they have two-in-one utility—in either case, or both, it's obvious that convertibles are strongly in vogue. The increasing popularity of these smart and useful body types finds Chrysler in the forefront, with convertibles meeting every desire. Chrysler has created outstanding convertible sedans and coupes in four different chassis sizes—ranging all the way from $935 to $3,595.

The convertible sedan pictured above is that of the Chrysler Imperial Eight, listing at $2195. Wheelbase, 135 inches; engine, 125 horsepower... a magnetic and magnificent motor car. Just to look at it makes you want to drive it.

Together with all the style and luxury of Chrysler's new convertibles, and of all other Chrysler models, there is an entirely new sensation in Chrysler performance. New results due to Floating Power engine mountings. Smoothest, quietest power you have ever experienced. Not the slightest engine tremor at any car speed. Not the slightest suggestion of engine effort.

The most refreshing of all cars to drive. Shock-proof steering. Effortless gear shifting. Squeak-proof springs. Strongest, safest bodies. Surest, safest brakes. Chrysler's unrivaled Hydraulic Brakes are always self-equalizing, and have centrifuge drums that give five times the wear of ordinary brakes.

There's everything about a Chrysler to make you like it—and keep on liking it. There's just no equaling Chrysler engineering or Chrysler results.

A new Chrysler Imperial Custom Eight, six body models, $2395 to $3,595. A new Chrysler Imperial Eight, three body models, $1925 to $2195. A new Chrysler Eight, five body models, $1455 to $1695. A new Chrysler Six, five body models, $985 to $935. F. O. B. Factory. (On Sixes, the Automatic Clutch is optional at $8 extra and Oilite Squeak-Proof Springs are optional at $10 extra.) Duplex Safety Plate Glass standard on Custom Eights. Obtainable on Six and Eight Sedans, $17.50; on Imperial Sedans, $20; all 2-passenger Coupes, $9.50. All closed models wired for PHILONTRANSTONE RADIO.

Floating Power • Automatic Clutch • Silent Gear Selector • Free Wheeling • Internal Hydraulic Brakes • Oilite Squeak-Proof Springs • Double-Drop Girder-Truss Frame

Chrysler Imperial

With Patented Floating Power

May be it's because convertible cars have a particular swank; maybe it's because they have two-in-one utility—in either case, or both, it's obvious that convertibles are strongly in vogue.
When you smoke Camels you enjoy all the rare qualities of choice Turkish and mild sun-ripened Domestic tobaccos. For the tobaccos that go into Camels are never parched or toasted. The Reynolds method of scientifically applying heat guarantees against that.

Protected against drying out by the Camel Humidor Pack, a positive air-seal, Camels come to you with their natural moisture still present, insuring a cool, mild, flavorful smoke wherever you buy them.

If you haven't smoked Camels lately, compare their fresh, mild delight with the sting and burn of dusty dry cigarettes. Smoke Camels, then leave them — if you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.

© 1932, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company